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MORE AIRSHIP NEWS

that we first thought was some
one who had lost his scalp lock
| but 'twas Y e Editor dressed for
Sunday June 26th—Ttravelling the beach at Atlantic Oily, exThe Enterprise has very sue
Once more Ave call the atten
in the upper currents is simply | cept that little piece of red flan cesfully conducted herself for tion of our readers to the Piano
great this weather, for one is far nel on the head. Please don't seven weeks in the home of the Contest now on. Several young
above the heat. The earth seem give us another such a scare as University Prtniing Co., and, ladies are making great efforts
ed to be pimply throwing off that soon. .Wade Teeter and while there, has become attach to win it, and are getting in a
steam so we got up steam and Miss Belle Connelly had to "cud- ed to the hearts of her many great many votes, and it is up
to buy your fence for Fall. We
hunted cooler quarters, and this j die up a little closer" when the friends and loyal supporters. But to the public as to which one Avill
have just received another car of
is what we saw and- heard in and shower came up for John Hen now that the office is expanding win it. You surely have some
about Upland. In the early derson forgot the curtains. If and business' increasing it has preference, so why not help her.
the old reliable
morning hours Thomas Pierce, ,we get some of the girls names been determined very advisable She may need your help to win
was out currying his horse and mixed they haven't got anyone to enter nearer into the thoughts it. It may be your subscription
shining,1ns buggy.. Suppose he to blame but themselves as and living of those same friends that will decide t}ie vote. The
is going to use cupids bow to those Beehives and Mary* Gar and patrons. The Enterprise is rules of the contest are that the
on which we can quote you very in
day. Kelly Johnson was stretch den's are worse hats , than the going to go straight ahead until contestants may hold back votes
ing lazily and singing "Let the Merry Widows ever were and that two thousand goal is reached and vote them the last Aveek of
teresting prices
women do the work." John I more deceiving. I declare I'd We realize that competition will the contest. If your favorite is
Yours for biz
Moore was feeding the stock. never have known Genevera be met with on every hand, but, ahead now, it may be that one
Jim Thurman seeking a cool Jones if she hadn't been trying if there were no competitors of the other contestants may
drink and wishing for a cold to spell Oarnes backward', Mrs. there could be no life of trade. have enough votes held back to
bottle. Albert Ballenger pre Onui Schweitzer said instead of We cheerfully assume the task, place her in the lead had she
dicting that if this weather con coming to town early she -knowing that frieedship wins handed in all of her \rotes. /Re
tinued lie would have to wear thought she'd Wuite( awhile. where bitter feuds fail.
member the number of votes
stilts to husk corn. Pat Ballin The 3:36 train brought several
In our new home we will be does not mean the- number of
tj^*
ger enjoying the "old swimmin' people back to town and „if you more convenient for our contrib subscriptions taken, yet at the
h >le." Joseph Ballenger getting; had followed Roily Reasoner to
utors and customers'. Their faith.' same time it*is the number of
fiis dairy products ready for his the ball park you would have we know, will be more firmly es votes that count.
trip to town. Tom Wilt-mi tell learned that lie had a date to tablished in our Enterprise and
HOW THEY STAND
ing Lon he wished there was a meet 01; if Hendrickson there in
Ave trust they Aviliappreciate the
Agnes King
1200
"game on" today. Mr. Lbdd mortal combat. Cliff is sore at
move Ave are taking for their in
Allie Zeek
_j 1375
telling the boys "this hatching Roily but there's other girl's, terests.
Mary BedAvell
1250
ajnt what its cracked up to be Cliff "Buck up." Lisle Simons
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Many of our friends do not re Zella Hardacre
875
John W. Brushweller cutting was anxiously looking for "Him"
W
BRANDS THAT ARE KNOWN
wild lettuce for his chickens. E. "He" came. The way the people alize our success is imminent.
Alva Bugher and family of
IT. Graves keeping Hies off the carried ice cream home in the We wish to tell them that the
cow while his wife done the afternoon there will surelv he Enterprise will enter Jjtheir Union City, were visiting Up
milking. Lon Scott and Add 25 tubs of empties shipped back home sooner or later. We realize land friends last Thursday.
Keever taking the Rockefeller to Marion Monday. We saw that our task is one that will ne
Dug Johnsons entertained on
(barefote) traetmentfor stomach W. Holloway's spending the day ver cease but Ave cheerfully as Tas Shoemaker's veranda Sun
Keever on with John
treatment. Ode
Hemmings. We sume the same not only to secure day afternoon with his Avell sup
viewing the size of his first pur must impress on your minds our own business interests but plied Edison.
chase of the crop of '09 spring that you must either tack a slip to work continuously for all that
Prices $1.25, $1.50, $1.751
Mrs. Claud Horner is enter
fries said "Leo I guess its chick of paper on your fence posts tell is good and noble and best for
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00
en for today and feathers tomor ing your whereabouts if you the community Avhich we are: taining her mother, tAA'o sisters
$3.50, $4.00
row." About T o'clock we no want your names, in the paper— proud to call our home town—Up-! end a brother from SAvayzee who
arrived
in
toAvn
Sunday
evening.
land.
•
I
ticed men from all parts of town we can't see through the roofs—
wending their way toward the and with our bareometer we j On the other hand AAre have
Miss Esther White of Brown
business part of the city and can't hear you whisper. But i never been properly judged by i County, is here this week the . W
Aiue said test there's a blind ti- Tas Shoemaker talked loud! many as to our capabilities or ca- ! guest of Pres. Monroe Vayhinthere, lets
gey running am
pacil. W< ' V
Aw
' wfger and fa mil
till! 111-8. Cll
spot hi mior this ry77 Business ens and discovered he only had patronage, first cla^s job print
jars me hut on closer observation but 199. Too bad but Ave saAv a ing turned out by the largest and ' Teams are very difficult to pre.
we fou-nd Sherm Sutton the feller prowling around there best equipped job and newspap cure for the work on the brick
Friends' pastor and Orville about daylight and think hewas er office in Grant county, exclu streets. The only Avork in op
Bow en in the crowd and we looking for a fry. Miss Hazel sive only of Marion shops. We eration now; is the taking up of
learned they were all in quest of Ballinger of Indianapolis, was guarantee our work to fit your the gas and water mains on Half
the meat shop. The ice man back to childhoods, days again orders. Our prices can not be se street. The contractors state nq
surely don't have much to do in when she and Ralph Daniels cured elsewhere for Ave are work fear of not having the work com
your town for everyone seems to Avere making Hollyhawk Babies. ing ten hours each day and your pleted by the stipulated time.
wait till Sunday morning for We came to eaiith near John wants are our pleasure. We can
A great debate "Wet" or
their meat. We heard a peculiar Doorman's and heard Vana say not run an idle shop. Our office "Dry" is being closely watched
m
sound on east Washington st., "NOAV John you just mustn't is prepared to print anything in by many people at the present.
0
and located at the home of John stay too long at Martinsville but the range of a visiting card to a It is to be held in Tomlinson
Bowers where Irvie and John I hope you Avill come back well ten thousand page catalogue. We Hall, Indianapolis on June 30th.
were singing a duet, "Papa" and he said "Yes so do I." A1 ask the patronage of our home The Hon. Felix T. M. Whirter
"Grandpa" with their heads in Myres ahvays takes his fishing town.
Ph. D. of Indianapolis, will take
the rain barrel. John has the tackle so they say. Wonder if
We know that many people the ' dry side of the question
strongest pair of lungs and out I had better take a coon dog.
BUT
have never witnessed the print which the Hon. Robert Emmet
winded Irvie. The man living The Stout boys and Guy were
ing of a newspaper. They do not Proctor Avill support the 'Vet." m
in the house north of the M. E. sleepy all day their trip from
have the opportunity in many The subject: "Resolved, that
church was having some trouble the desert to the oasis Sat. eve
cases and the rest are unconcern Prohibition as applied to the
trying to keep a mule off his was strenuous. Misses
Eva ed in the matter long as they get manufacture and sale of intox
garden and Hant Miles and wife Pearson, Iva and Lura Stout and
the news. We desire to show the icating beverages is right," is
started on an early trip to Shide- Messrs, Maxwell, Myres and
toAvnspeople the printing of a real one that appeals instantly to
lor to spend the day. Lee Teet Fleming seemed to be having a
live paper so to ALL Ave extend every man and woman. The
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er said it is too hot for me to very good time. By the time
a cordial invitation to visit us in outcome of this debate will be
stir around much today. Wm. all this was observed the dusk
our new home after Monday, July announced in these pages next
Bragg and family were home on became too difficult to penetrate
the fifth. We trust to be better Aveek.
their week end visit. E. M. and so Ave again housed our
aide to fit your needs from this
A bevy of Upland young la
Porter's concluded they would faithful air schooner and betook
new advantage and to always ex dies left Monday morning for a
find a cooler spot in the country ourselves to rest from the many
tend to our friends and patrons fine western tour of tAvo months.
and went north. Mrs. Lizzie changing and tiresome crowded
the glad hand of Enterprise.
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Harvey Stover will leave on Springs, Salt Lake City and Sail
as the growing showers ceased. AA-eek transacting business.
If you had walked down Main
Gus Rhodehamel of Marion, July 6th for a trip through the Francisco. At this point boat
street about 2 p. m. you would Avas calling on Upland friends west. He will meet his father will be taken to Portland, Ore
in Frisco and the two will spend gon and thence to Seattle Expo
have said anyone who said Up Monday morning.
a few days sight: seeing in sition. A prolonged stay is
land is dead or even asieep is
John Patterson, Sr., is report
mistaken for there surely was a ed very seriously ill at his home Seattlev His father is noAV [locat planned at that point. Next in
order comes Spokane and Kalised at Santa Barbara.
crowd all along it. When ;Arch in the college addition.
pell Montana. A few days visit
Atkinson came in he said noth
Will Davis reports fourteen
with
Mrs. Goldie Hauler TliierIs what every lady says when she looks at our
Mr.
Van
Ness
of
Marion,
was
ing oould sleep this hot day but
Acres of corn ' doing excellent,
off
at
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Minnesota,
will
be
I
Furniture pieces and suit for the Parlor, Sit
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over
Sunday
the'
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of
*he "Greens" and that started
and three acres of truck gardenMiss
Lisle
Simons.
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and
the
Quartette
starts
ting
room or Kitchen, aid our prices are
' tlie "ball" rolling but they
i ng to be progressing in like
so
reasonable
too. Why not?
for
Chicago
homeward
bound.
didn't get a "beseball" game
Mrs. Oscar Feltou met with a manner. The weeds to be sure
The
Enterprise-witSi
numerous
not enough wind stirring for very painfnl accident last Aveek. are hard to keep out but he will
even the "wind works" of a A horse stepped on her foot have plenty of green cucumbeJs friends wish them a very happy
game. \\re s^w an object hurry- crushing it badly and she is now and green beans for sale and in journey, filled with pleasure and
instruction.
ing down
Washington St. under the doctor's care.
dividual use in two Aveeks.
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CHEVROLET WINS GUP

INDIANA.

j SUMMARY OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT NEWS.
Sunday.
The immigration commission his
discovered that the federal statutes
provide for no punishment for holding
aliens in involuntary servitude.
Calhoun jury in San Francisco fail
ed to agree, discharged; defendant
claims Francis J. Heney was bribed,
also accuses Rudolph Spreckels and
James D. Phelan.
New York police proved that Chi
nese in New York have been in corre
spondence with Leon Ling and Chong
Sing, wanted in alleged connection
with the murder of Miss Elsie Sigel.
Monday.
Proposal to take hides off free list
caused hard fight in Senate.
Church deacon of Manteno, 111.,
agent of Bartlett, Patten & Co., said to
have disappeared after losses in grain.
Professor George Burman Foster
was expelled from the Chicago Baptist
Ministers' Conference at a sensational
meeting, but reference to his profes
sorship at the University of Chicago
was expunged from Rev. Johnston My
ers' resolution before adoption.
Tuesday.
Queen Victoria of Spain gave birth
to a daughter.
Senate took hides off free list and
retained present duty of 15 per cent.
Investigating naval board in France
condemned the French navy and said
that ships are in a deplorable shape.
Genteel highwayman operating in
true frontier style robbed a bank of
$8,100 at 4 o'clock in the afternoon in
the business center of Fort Worth,
Texas.
Wednesday.
Boy blackmailer fatally wounded by
detective while collecting bogus $15,000 package in Chicago.
Continental National and American
Trust and Savings banks in Chicago
to be merged, but each to retain name.
Private Joseph B. Klein, accused of
slaying youth, was freed by a jury at
Paxton, 111., after that body deliber
ated less than thirty minutes.
As the result of an explosion of gas
in mine No. 4 of the Lackawanna Coal
and Coke Company at Wehrum, Pa.,
seventeen miners were killed and six
teen injured.
Under mysterious threats made by a
fellow countryman Chung Sin, friend
of the suspected slayer of Elsie Sigel,
New York missionary, broke down and>
told how the girl was lured to her
death.
,
Thursday.
Senate increased tariff on shoes and
sole leather.
Death took Miss Sarah Orne Jewett,
noted authoress.
Fifty women signed a pledge in New
York to wed only suffrage champions.
Former counsel for F. A. Heinze
was found guilty of impeding justice
in disappearance of United Copper
Company's books.
After a bitter session the German
reichstag refuses to pass the imperial
ministry's bill extending inheritance
taxes to women and children.
"Black Hand" blackmailers in Chi
cago checked by death of Rudolph
Berndt and conviction and twenty
years' sentence for Joseph Bertucci.
Mrs. Gilbert Woodill, a former ward
of Lyman J. Gage, ex-Secretary of the
Treasury, was murdered in Maryland,
and her body weighted down in a
creek.
Senator Beveridge showed how to
bacco combine by forcing consumers
to pay repealed war tax has swelled
its annual profits till they reach $36,719,516.
Attorney General Wickersham dis
missed suit against New York, New
Haven and Hartford and Boston and
Maine railroads for violation of anti
trust law.
Friday.
Senate voted $4 a ton duty on print
paper instead of $2 in House bill.
Ulysses, Neb., mob chased Bishop
Bonacum and two priests out of town.
Joe Matson, in Chalmers-Detroit car
No. 19, won Indiana auto trophy from
fifteen rivals in 4:31:21; Robertson
second, and Monsen third.
Body of Elizabeth Sigel, interested
in missionary work, the 20-year-old
daughter of Paul Sigel and grand
daughter of the famous warrior Franz
Sigel, was found in a trunk in the
room of a Chinaman in New York.
,,,
Saturday.
Louis Chevrolet won Cobe cup event
at Crown Point, Ind., in 8:01.39,
Bourque second in 8:02:44 and Rob
ertson third in 8:14:30.
Ascot week in London was a
triumph for American women, who
surpassed all others in costume.
President George Dovey of the BosIon National League team died sud
(lenly on a train near Xenia, Ohio.
Mrs. Howard Gould gave an item
ized statement showing that a woman
of fashion really must spend at least
$40 000 a year on dress.
Real revival in business 'n all depa^ments of American industrial life;
railways show increased earnings and
tn' ume rehabilitation plans.
"Despair fever" in Russia drives
4,000 to suicide every year.

CHEVROLET IN BUICK CAR, WINNER OF THE COBE TROPHY.

E

Crowd of 35,000 Persons Cheers
Victors in West's First Big
Automobile Meet.

MATSON TAKES INDIANA TROPHY

Daring Drivers Defy Curves of Death,
and Machines Reach a Speed of
1 Nearly 100 Miles an Hour.

Amid plaudits from shrieking thou
sands, Joe Matson, a Western speed
annihilator, on Friday won the In
diana Trophy stock chassis race, the
first event in the West's big two-day
automobile meet. He drove his 25.6
horse power Chalmers-Detroit car over
232-74 miles on the Crown Point-Low
ell course in 4:31:21, or at an average
speed of 51% miles an hour. He was
sixteenth and last to start and third
to cross the tape. The redoubtable
George Robertson, winner of the Vanderbilt cup race last fall, was second
in the Locomobile, covering the ground
in 4:39:03. In third place ran A.
Monsen, in a Marion car, his time be
ing 4:42:03. Terrific bursts of speed
were made at times over the best por
tions of the roadway, Burman in a
Buick making one lap around the
23.27-mile course in 23:41, near enough
to be a mile a minute to call it such.
Not a racer was spilled and not a
car turned turtle. The pilots went
around the curves discreetly instead
of precipitately. They had been cau
tioned by their managers against being
foolishly reckless and they took no
more chances than needed at treach
erous spots.

NINE KILLED IN WRECK.

BALLOON FALL KILLS THREE.

Two Heavily Laden Cars Crash To
gether with Fatal Results.
Nine men were killed and at least a
dozen men and women injured Satur
day night in a head-on collision be
tween two heavy cars of the South
Shore Electric Railway at Samuel's
Crossing, Ind. The accident occurred
shortly after 9 o'clock. A west-bound
car was coming at high speed down a
long hill, which is formed by the ele
vated structure under which the Lake
Shore railroad tracks pass. The car

Russian Count, Court Chamberlain
and Wife Dashed to Death.

Court Chamberlain Palitzin, his wife
and Count Rostofftseff, director of the
private chancellery of Empress Alex
andra, were killed in a ballon acci
dent at St. Petersburg. The balloon,
General Wannowski, belonging to the
army department, in which four offi
cers had a similar misfortune a year
ago, ascended from the military bal
loon park in charge of Captain Korbe.
In the basket with him were Court
Chamberlain Palitzin and his wife and

MAP OF CROWN POINT = LOWELL AUTOMOBILE COURSE.
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CHICAGO

Chevrolet Wins Cobe Cnp.

Out of a field of twelve speed dem
ons Louis Chevrolet Saturday won the
Cobe Cup race—the West's premier
auto prize—driving his Buick car over
395.66 miles on the Crown Point-Low
ell qourse in 8:01:39, or at the rate
of 49.3 miles an hour.
"Billy" Bourque, in the Knox, came
second, beaten for first
place by a
margin of :01:05, while George Rob
ertson, in his Locomobile, got third
place, his time being 8:14:30. Be
cause he started tenth and was crowd
ed closely In the final laps, Chevrolet
followed Bourque over the tape. In
spurts of speed nearly 100 miles an
hour was reached.
The following table shows the rec
ord of each car and order of time
standing:

FAIR
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Order. Car.
Driver.
1 Buick
Chevrolet
2 Knox
Bourque
3 Locomobile
Robertson
4 Fiat
Hearne
5 Stoddard -Dayton . .Engelbeck
6 "Buick
Strang ( 1 3 laps)
7 Stoddard -Dayton . .Miller ( 1 2 laps)
8 Apperson
Lytle (11 laps)
9 Knox
Denison (6 laps)
10 Buick
Burman (5 laps)
11 Apperson
Seymour ( 3 laps)
12 Locomobile
Florida, out in 1st
•Strang was still on course when race
finished.

At the conclusion of the race Chi
cago Auto Club officials announced
$60,000 had been expended on the
event and that they were well satis
fied. No statement of receipts or deficit
was given out.
The first ambitious effort of the Chi
cago Automobile Club to present a
Western automobile "classic" which
might compare with the Eastern Vanderbilt cup races was a success from
the automobile racing point of view.
Perfect weather, a course which is
pronounced excellent by racing author
ities, and entirely sincere enthusiasm
on the part of the intense persons who
drove the cars combined,to make the
opener a hit with the lovers of rapid
transit who saw the races.
Estimates vary as to the attendance
at the big race, as the onlookers were
scattered over the 23.37 miles of the
course, but the highest figures place
the attendance at about 35,000. Troops
stationed along the route kept the
course clear.

Expelled from Chicago Conference on
Account of Heretical Views.
Professor George Burman Foster on
Monday was expelled from the Chica
go Baptist Ministers' Conference be
cause of the alleged heretical beliefs
expressed in his recent book on "The
Function of Religion." After a long
and heated debate, in which the cler
gyman indulged in bitter personalities,
the organization at its weekly meeting
decided by a vote of 40 to 10 to drop
the University of Chicago professor
from its membership. The action does
not affect Professor Foster's standing
as a Baptist minister, but simply ad
vocates disapproval of him and takes
from him the right of fellowship in
the conference. The resolution finally
passed was stripped of all unnecessary
verbiage, and in such form was able
to command the support of a number
who disliked the sort of tactics pur
sued by the foes of Professor Foster.
As introduced by Rev. Johnston My
ers, leader of the anti-Foster forces,
the original resolution recited the var
ious accusations against Professor Fos
ter and declared his retention in the
association injurious to the denomina
tion. It also called upon the trustees
of the University of Chicago to dismiss
Professor Foster from the faculty of
the institution. With the consent of
Mr. Myers the resolution was amended
and simplified until its final form, as
passed, was as follows: "Resolved,
That the Baptist Ministers' Conference
of Chicago drop Professor George Bur
man Foster from its membership."
LONE BANDIT GETS BANK CASH.
Daylight Raid in Fort Worth Nets
$8,100 Plunder.
A lone highwayman, well dressed
and appearing like a man of affairs,
robbed the Waggoner Bank and Trust
Company in Fort jWorth, Tex., of $8,100 in currency Tuesday- afternoon.
The bank is in the central part of
Fort Worth's business district. The
robber escaped.
The robbery was the most daring in
Texas in some years. Cashier Walter
E. King was alone in the bank, bal
ancing the business of the day, when
a well-dressed stranger walked in. As
the man approached the window of the
cashier's desk King looked into the
muzzle of a revolver. Next came the
demand for the money in sight. "Make
a move or noise of any kind and I'll
kill you," was the greeting King re
members.
The cashier handed over the money,
and, stuffing the roll of bills into his
pocket, the man backed out of the door
under cover of his pistol. As King
ran to a telephone he saw the robber
walking down the street and mingling
with the crowds with an air of uncon
cern. The police reached the scene
five minutes later, but the stranger
had disappeared.
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was well filled. At the foot of the hill
it met an east-bound car, also going at
a terrific speed. The cars were buried
in each other. The motorman of the
west-bound car was killed, while the
motorman of the east-bound car put
on his brakes and jumped. The pas
sengers were farmers and residents of
Porter and Michigan City. It was
Chicago horsemen hope to have rac hours before all the bodies could be
ing at Harlem track this summer. The extricated. The injured were taken
betting system now used in the East to farmhouse s and rushed on special
may be employed.
cars to South Bend and near-by towns.
The Marshalltown Iowa Driving
club which proposes to hold a bi
SLAIN MAN'S BODY IN CAR.
weekly harness racing at the local
fair grounds, was orgaaized at a meet Vifetim of Murder and Robbery la
ing of horsemen.
Found at Akron, Ohio.
The body of ah unidentified man
At the annual interscholastic Black
Hills track meet, held at Belle, about 40 years old, who doubtless had
Fourche, S. D., Rapid City won the been murdered and robbed, was found
meet and the silver cup, beating Dead- in a box car at Akron, Ohio. The
wood high school for first place by one man's skull had been crushed in and
his pockets cut open and rifled. The
point.
The appeal of the Kentucky State car was received from Hammond, Ind.
racing commission from the judgment A slip of paper, found in a pocket, ad
of the Kenton Circuit Court holding dressed to "J. M. O'Lear," said: "Take
the act of the legislature creating the Fairfield elevated to La Grange car,
commission invalid, is now in the get off at Ogden avenue." The note is
hands of the judges of the Court of believed to have referred to a Chica
go address.
Appeals.
According to the Western Horse
ShootM at Barn} Kill. Man.
men, New York merchants and manu
To test a twenty-two caliber rifle, a
facturers have agents searching the farm hand fired it at the side of a
Middle West for good horses for de barn near Aberdeen, S. D. William
livery work, and the agents have not Douglas, aged 30, formerly of Detroit,
been able to fill the orders, so scarce who was in the barn, was struck and
are good animals on the market.
died as he staggered into the yard.
W/7S &ENDSs

MINISTERS OUST FOSTER.

Count Rostofftseff. The balloon drift
ed across the city at an altitude of a
little less than a mile, and when it
was just above the outskirts Count
Rostofftseff, by mistake, pulled the rip
cord. As the gas escaped from the en
velope the balloon descended' rapidly
to the ground, and the car fell in the
garden of a country house. Captain
Korbe escaped with a broken leg.
BODY FOUND IN TRUNK.
Victim Believed to Be Elsie Sigel,
Granddaughter of General Sigel.
The body of a young and pretty
woman, strangled to death and then
wedged into a small steamer trunk,
was found by the police on the top
floor of a four-story brick building at
782 8th avenue, New York.
Two Chinamen who disappeared sud
denly about the time the woman came
to her death are being sought by the
police, who are also endeavoring to
ferret out the significance attending
the mystery in the disappearance of
Elsie Sigel, of 209 Wadsworth avenue,
a granddaughter of the late General
Franz Sigel, of Civil War fame, who
has been missing from New York for
a fortnight.
Around the dead girl's neck was
found a gold plated clasp pin bearing
the letters "E. C. S." The father of
Miss Sigel, who is an inspector in the
health department, could not identify
the trinket as- that of his girl. Her
mother identified it later.

FIGHT FOR THE PENNANTS.
Standing ot Clubs in the Principal
Base Ball Leay;aea.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.

W.

Pittsburg .39
Chicago ...35
New York .26
Cincinnati .29

L-

13
19
22
26

W.

Ph'd'lphia .24
St. Louis ..23
Brooklyn ..19
Boston . . . . 1 3

L.

27
31
33
37

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

w.

Detroit* .. .37
Ph'd'lphia .30
Boston
31
Cleveland .29

L.

19
23
24
25

W.

u

New York .25 i n
Chicago ....24 28
Wash'gton .19 33
St. Louis ..19 35

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

W.

L.

w

Milw'kee ..35 29 Louisville .33
Columbus .34 31 Kan. City .28
Ind'n'polis .34 31 Toledo
28
Minn'polis 33 31 St. Paul ...25

t.

31

32
34
31

EIGHT-HOUR LAW UPHELD.
Judge Doyle Rules Oklahoma Lnsv
Is Constitutional.

The eight-hour law passed by the
first Oklahoma Legislature was held
constitutional by Judge Thomas Doyle
of the State Criminal Court of Ap
peals, thus sustaining Judge J. C.
Strang of the County Court at Guth
rie and overruling a recent opinion by
Attorney General West that the law
was unconstitutional.

CHICAGO.
Business shows prompt response to
the more seasonable weather and
.broadening of demands in the lead
ing indusf es. Heavy financial oper
ations in part account for the sus
tained high level of payments through
the banks, but there is a notably bet
ter absorption of money for commer
cial use, together with a discount
rate, which favors enterprise. Less
complaint arises as to the course of
dealings in the prominent retail lines,
there being improved absorption of
light weight apparel and general mer
chandise and an adequate reduction
of stocks here and in the country.
Wholesale dealing is well maintained
in the staples, bookings showing fur
ther increase for fall deliveries of dry
goods, footwear, suits and clothing. Im
provement is also seen in the buying
of furniture, carpets and draperies.
The general demand for food prod
ucts, jewelry, art wares and sporting
goods makes a substantial advance.
Heavy contracts are booked for future
outputs in iron, steel, wood and leath
er working, the principal products
now drawing upon capacity closer to
the normal, while further progress is
made in machinery and hands em
ployed. Track needs furnish consid
erable tonnage for the rail mills, quit*
a portion being for South America.
The demand for light rails is the best
in almost two years. The conversion
of raw materials exhibits expansion
and the prices are very firm for pig
iron, lumber, minor metals, hides and.
wool.
Bank clearings, $282,057,748, exceed
those of the corresponding week in
1908 by 28 per cent and compare with
$243,541,754 in 1907. Failures report
ed in the Chicago district number 26,
against 21 last week, 33 in 1908 and
22 in 1907. Those with liabilities over
$5,000 number 9, against 4 last week,
9 in 1908 and 9 in 1907.—Dun's Week
ly Review.
NEW YORK.
The tendency is still toward im
provement, the general crop situation,
manufacturing industry and bookings
for fall showing further gains, but ir
regularities of weather still retard
the fullest development of retail trade
and thereby affect re-order business
with jobbers.
In industrial lines the tendency is
toward further expansion of opera
tions. Numerous early cuts in wages
have been restored and employment
is more widely diffused. The building
trades probably lead in volume of ac
tivity, but there are still complaints
that lumber is not selling as freely as
expected.
Business failures in the United
States for the week ending with June
17 were 213, against 197 last week,
254 in the like week of 1908, 165 in
1907, 173 in 1906 and 157 in 1905.
Busness failures for the week in Can
ada number 28, against 29 last week
and 23 in the same week of 1908.—
Bradstreet's.

Chicago—Cattle, common to prime,
$4.00 to $7.25; hogs, prime heavy, $4.50
to $8.05; sheep, fair to choice, $4.25
to $6.00; wheat, No. 2, $1.50 to $1.55;
corn, No. 2, 72c to 74c; oats, standard,
56c to 57c; rye, No. 2, 86c to 88c; hay,
timothy, $8.00 to $16.00; prairie, $8.00
to $14.00; butter, choice creamery, 22c
to 25c; eggs, fresh, 17c to 20c; pota
toes, new, per bushel, 60c to 90c.
Indianapolis—Cattle, shipping, $3.00
to $5.50; hogs, good to choice heavy,
$3.50 to $8.25; sheep, good to choice,
$2.50 to $6.15; wheat, No. 2, $1.50 to
$1.52; corn, No. 2 white, 73c to 74c;
oats, No. 2 white, 54c, to 55c.
St. Louis—Cattle, $4.00 to $7.20;
hogs, $4.00 to $8.20, sheep, $3.00 to
$5.50; wheat, No. 2, $1.49 to $1.52;
corn, No. 2, 71c to 73c; oats, No. 2, 53e
to 54c; rye, No. 2, 84c to 86c.
Detroit—Cattle, $4.00 to $6.35; hogs,
$4.00 to $8.00; sheep, $2.50 to $4.50;
••heat, No. 2, $1.44 to $1.45; corn No.
3 yellow, 76c to 77c; oats. No. 3 white,
59.- ;o 60c; ry« Mo. 2 lie to 92c.
Milwaukee—Wheat, No. 2 northern,
$1.34 to $1.35; corn, No. 3, 69c to 70c;
oats, standard, 56c to 57c; rye, No. 1,
85c to 86c; barley, standard, 76c to
77c; pork, mess, $19.25.
Buffalo—Cattle, choice shipping
steers, $4.00 to $7.15; hogs, fair to
choice, $4.00 to $8.25: sheep, common
to good mixed, $4.00 to $4.75; lambs,
fair to choice, $5.00 to $9.00.
Toledo—Wheat No. 2 mixed, $1.47
to $1.48; corn, No. 2 mixed, 74c to
75c; oats, No. 2 mixed, 56c to 58c; rye,
No. 2, 89c to 90c; clover seed, $6.40.
Cincinnati—Cattle, $4.00 to $6.45;
hogs, $4.00 to $8.20; sheep, $3.00 to
$4.35; wheat, No. 2, $1.51 to $1.52;
corn, No. 2 mixed, 74c to 75c; oats'
No. 2 mixed, 57c to 58c; rye, No 2*
90c to 92c.
*
New York—Cattle, $4.00 to $6 65*
hogs, $3.50 to $8.00; sheep, $3.00 to
$5.00; wheat, No. 2 red, $1.46 to $1 47corn, No. 2, 83c to 84c; oats, natural
white, 60c to 63c; butter, creamery
22c to 26c; eggs, western 17?7'
10
22c.
'
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had felt sure for some days (past
that he had some secret plan in his
mind. Suddenly the distant sound of
exploding crackers w;s borne upon
the wind to her listen'ng ears.
"Sounds as if it were out by Uncle
Josh's cabin," Mr. Dayton said, glanc
ing up uneasily from his paper.
"Where's Joe? I hope he isn't up
there.
I heard the contractor say
the other day he expected to storo
5fc.
some dynamite there, ready for the
S® p?T5.;JP
blasting. I guess I'll go and have a
---"
:'- -1
look around."
But Sadie was already out of head
!C' "V;1; '' " '
ing, with little Bessie flying
at her
heels. If she cculd only get there in
time to warn the boys! That was her
only thought. She never for an in
stant doubted that Joe was among
THE" BATTieo^. LEXINGTON .
them.
In seventeen hundred seventy-five.
Fear lent wings to 'the children's
Right early in Hie morning,
Before the birds had left their nests;
feet, and, taking a short cut across
Before the day was dawning,
the fields,
they were not long In
A note of loud alarm rang out,
reaching the scene of action. A
A horscmon swiftly flying,
A ringing of the bells, and then
pungent smell of smoke filled the air,
A woillng
veiling sound of crying
and as the two girls came in sight Of
"Arise ye men of Concord Town,
Make hosto your guns to carry.
the co-btage the first glance told them
-And let uour lovers go ye molds,
that it was on fire.
lit Is no time to marry.
"Stay here, Bessie," commanded
Tor lo! 6 threat'nlng ormy waits
iV/Ithin our very borders."
Sadie; "don't go one step further?"
S o haste", the messenger cries out,
Then, quickly skirting the small gar"Wait not for further orders."
All dau the cannons deadly roar
dent plot, she tore around to the
Mode havoc for the flying.
back just in time to see 'the terrified
And many were the wounded mem
boys making off as fast as their leg3
Arid mony mora the dying.
Ere long to every country farm
would carry them. Then, before she
The news come fast and foster,
could turn around, she felt herseir
Good news-tile news of victory.,
being lifted off her feet and carried
And to our foes disaster.
And thus the fight at Lexington
rapidly away, and a minute afterward
Bespoke a good beginning.
there was a 'tremendous roar, a great
And now the homes that once weresad
Are full of joy ond singing.
sheet of flame
shot up into the air,
»* • jo»mnir CAMitl'U'.
the earth seemed to reel and Shake,
and then < "erything grew suddenly
and Strang ' black.
When S. • e came to herself sha
was * lying .
her own room, with
Illustrated Patriotic Jingle From The Churchman, New York.
father and mother bending anxiously
over her and Dr. Buxton sitting by
her bedside wnt'h his finger
on her
pulse.
"Why, I'm all right," she said, in a
surprised tone.
"What has hap
pened?"
"It's lucky you are all right, .young
lady," the doctor said, with a re
lieved smile. "You had a narrow
squeak, I can tell you. It was a
mighty fortunate thing that the Ital
ian left in charge of the supply store
Down in the village there were have what they called ia "bang-up had the courage and presence of
mind to pick ycu up and run.
going to be great doings on the good time" all together.
"Where are Bessie and Joe?" Sadie
The place decided upon was a strip
Fourth of July, and the children of
High Ridge Farm were wishing that of uncultivated ground on the out asked, springing up with terror in
they might go to see the fun. 'There skirts of the Dayton farm. There her heart.
"Safe, dear, both of them," said
were
three of them—Sadie and were no dwellings near save a small
Bessie and Joe; and Joe being cottage which had once been occu mother, soothingly.
"Nobody hurt at all—thank good
the only boy in the family, had pied by an old negro farm hand, and
an idea that 'he ought to he al- was now used as a sort of shelter and ness," the doctor put in, "though why
you weren't all blown to smithereens
I'm sure I don't know. Now, keep
quiet awhile, young lady," he added,
as he turned to go, "and 'the next
time there's a dynamite explosion on
the schedule make a point of keeping
out of the way."
Joe Dayton learned a lesson from
that Fourth of July that he never
forgot. 'Long before 'Sadie recovered
from the illness that followed the
shock her brother had bitterly re
pented of the deceit that had brought
it about, and had resolved that, come
what might, he would always be
"square and above-board" in the fu
ture. The misdirected firecracker
that had set Uncle Josh's cottage on
fire proved, indeed, to be the instru
ment of Providence for making a
splendid man of him.—Christian Ad
vocate.
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Cause of

.'

Llmberneck.

Limberneck with chickens is caused
by the birds eating decaying flesh or
filth containing maggots. The mag
gots lodge in the throat of the bird,
causing paralysis of the muscles of
the neck and consequently inability to
swallow food. When affected the
chicken remains inactive in one place
for days at a time without control of
its neck to take food or drink, R grad
ually dies of starvation and, perhaps,
slow poisoning. Very few that become
afflicted ever recover.
Not much can be done with a chick
en suffering with limberneck. Soft
bread soaked with turpentine or kero
sene is said to be effective in remov
ing the cause, if the case is taken in
time.
Grinding;

Com

lor

Hogn.

Authorities disagree as to the ad
visability of grinding the corn for
hogs, some feeders claiming that it
does not pay for the cost and trouble
of grinding, while others think that
it does pay well.
My experience is that some hogs will
chew corn well, while others will not
break half the grains. Usually a young
hog will chew its food better than
an old one. I fattened a hog last
year on dry corn, but not one-half of
the grains were broken.
Where a hog will not chew its feed
well I think it will pay to grind its
feed.
Hogs will not chew wheat well, and
no hog will chew buckwheat well, so
these grains should always be ground
before feeding to hogs.
If corn is shelled and scattered on
a floor or on the ground, so that the
hogs will have to pick up one grain
at a time, they will chew it better
than when whole ears are thrown to
them.—A. J. Legg.
Cement

Floors

for

Granary.

There has been a good deal of dis
cussion of the utility of cement floors
for granaries and cribs. A correspond
ent of the Famers' Tribune contrib
utes the following favorable experi
ence:
"I have a cement floor in my gran
ary and corn crib, and it Is an abso
lute success. I did not build till late
in the fall. I made a grout floor six
inches in thickness right down on the
jyound, for which I used five
parts
sand and gravel and one part Univer
sal cement; then I set up my building
on this flcor.
I fastened the sills by
means of big bolts set in the cement.
Grain was moved into the new bins
from the old granary and the grain is
just as bright next to the cement as it
Is in the middle of the bin. All win
ter long when there were thaws the
water stood on the north and west
sides of the granary to the depth of
three to four inches and the cement
on the inside was seemingly perfectly
dry all the time. There is one thing
certain, the mice and rats have no
harbors under the floor, and there are
no cracks to batten to keep the grain
from running through. It is a nice
floor to shovel from, there being no
nail heads to bother. Everything is
clean."

.

-

lowed a little more freedom than hi's storehouse by the men working on
sisters. They were only girls, any the new railroad close by. The men
way. he argued, and girls nad no would all be away on the Fourth, the
business in a crowd, especially when boys agreed among themselves, and
there were bombs and cannon to be anyway they wouldn't be likely to
let off; but a boy—well, a boy could mind a (bit of noise.
So anywhere and be safe.
It seemed a little strange to Sadie
But Mr. Dayton, Joe's father, evi when, on ithe afternoon of the Fourth,
dently held a different opinion, for Joe suddenly and mysteriously disap
be said, very decidedly, that Joe could peared. She was n brried about It
not take part in the village celebra too, for she suspected that there was
tion. "Best place for boys is home," some mischief afoot. She knew Joe
be added, as he went out to the field
better than any one else did, aiyi she
•with his men. And Joe knew that
argument was worse than useless.
But in his way Joe was just as de
termined as his father, and if he
couldn't go to the village he said to
himself, he would have a little cele
bration of his own at home. He had
some pocket money hidden away in
a little trunk up in the garret, and
with that he would buy all,the fire
crackers he wanted. He would find
a secluded place, far enough from
the house to insure himself against
•detection, and 'there he would let
them off.
It did not occeir to him then that
he would have rather a lonesome tim,e
of it letting off his firecrackers
by
himself; but a few days later, when
the Elton boys and Jack Hardy came
into the store where he was buying
his firecrackers
to make itheir own
purchasers, his secret became all at
once too good to keep. The result
"Was 'that the other boys agreed to
join forces with him, and it was ar
ranged between them that they would

I often see directions given for kill
ing out quack grass, but I think they
THE GLORIOUS FOURTH.
are all inferior to the method that I
employ. I would never try to drag
Hurrah for the Fourth, the Glorious
out the roots with harrow or rake,
Fourth!
because not all of the roots will be
The day we all love best,
gathered and those left will soon fill
When East and West and South
the soil again. The pest can most
and North,
easily be killed right where It is, the
No boy takes breath Or rest;
When the banners float
and bugles roots furnishing an abundance of
plant food, by using a double-action
blow,
cutaway harrow. Now please don't
And drums are on the street,
Throbbing and thrilling and fifes are think that any kind of a harrow will
do, because it will not. If you rely
shrilling,
And there's tread of marching feet on any except the one I have men
tioned you will be disappointed. I
Hurrah for the Nation's proudest day. have used one to destroy what I am
writing. If you plow before quack
The day that made us free!
Let our cheers ring out in a jubilant grass many times and am sure of us
ing the harrow, run the plow shallow
shout
—just deep enough to turn over the
Far over land and sea.
Hurrah for the flag
on the school- quack roots, bottom side up; let lay
thus for a week and then go over the
house roof,
field with the double-action cutaway
harrow; then after a few days repeat
the harrowing and keep at It, going
over the field at intervals of a few
days until the pest is all destroyed.
It is no use to think that the field
be gone over perhaps a dozen times
in one day, the quack will be killed,
for the sun, as well as the harrow,
must get in its work. The way to do
is to go over the field once, then wait
a few days for the roots to dry and
repeat the operation. By being thor
ough in this the grass can be destroy
ed and a crop grown the same year if
commenced early in the spring.—Ag
ricultural Epitomist.
"Work of
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and loosening it up so that light and
air and sunshine and rain can get into SPINSTER, 60, HELD FOR CRIME.
it. These earthworms cast up piles
Wealthy
Indiana
Farmer
Fonnd
of earth, and the longer they work the
Slain in His Bed.
thicker the layers grow, until they
Michael Stumpf, a bachelor near
form a vegetable mold. Nearly every
Charleston, and one of the wealthiest
bit of this vegetable mold has been
men in Southern Indiana, was found
through the bodies of these worms,
dead in bed on a recent morning with
and the soil where this mold is found
a bullet in his brain. He was about
is finer, darker and richer. It is finer
70 years old. At first it was thought
because it has been ground up by the
he had committed suicide, but the cir
little stones in the worm's gizzard. It
cumstances surrounding his death
is darker and richer for having been
caused suspicion of a crime. Miss Vir
mixed with juices and dead ieavfes in
ginia Wolf, 60 years old, who gave the
the worm's body.
first alarm, was arrested. She admit
ted she had been at the home of
When to Prune.
Stumpf early Friday morning and that
With most orchardists and garden
he gave her $2. All the circumstances
ers pruning can be be done during the
of the tragedy, say the officers, indi
winter or early spring months, and
cate that Stumpf did not fire the pistol
where the object is the removal of himself.
small branches this season is undoubt
edly quite as satisfactory as any oth BANKER, FREED, HUNTS NEW JOB
ers.
In fact, pruning during late
spring, about the time or just previ Thomas McCoy Goes from State
Prison to Honduras.
ous to the beginning of growth, is par
Thomas J. McCoy, found guilty ol
ticularly advantageous with the peach,
because at that season, as a rule, all embezzlement three years ago, was re
injury to the anual growth from win leased from the state penitentiary at
ter killing will be apparent and the Michigan City Friday. He leaves soon
pruner can take advantage of this to for Honduras to work as a section
remove all dead or injured branches foreman, the place being obtained for
and at the same time modify his plan him by a former political friend. The
so as to leave a maximum quantity of release of McCoy brings to a close
wood in order to secure a profitable the most notorious bank wrecking case
crop of fruit, which might not be pos of Indiana's history. The bank books
sible were the usual practice of re show that McCoy's personal account
moving one-half the annual growth was overdrawn $154,000 and his fath
followed in such seasons. With the er's account $82,000. When final set
apple and pear, which suffer less from tlement is reached the estate of A. Mc
winter killing, the annual pruning can Coy & Son will have paid 47% per
as well be done in February or March, cent.
in the North, as at any other season.
70TH INDIANA COUNTY "DRY."
With the grape, however, which is
likely to produce a heavy flow of sap
Prohibitionist. Carry Warrlclc by
if the pruning is delayed until late in
250, Closing Nineteen Saloons.
the season, it is undoubtedly best to
Warrick County voted "dry" Thurs
do the pruning during the late fall day by a majority of about 250. There
and early winter months. Any sub were a number of attempts at illegal
stance which is not corrosive or detri voting. The vote kills nineteen sa
mental to growth which will protect loons. Warrick is the seventieth
the heartwood from the attacks of rot county to be made "dry" by vote or
spores will prove a satisfactory cover by remonstrance, and twelve have vot
ing for a cut surface. Among such ed to retain the licensed saloon.
substances may be mentioned white There are ten counties in which no
lead, yellow ochre, coal tar and graft elections have been held, but there
ing wax.—Corbett, United States De are dry spots in the most of them,
partment of Agriculture.
made so by remonstrance. It is un

Destroying Qnsck Grass.

FRANKLIN STATUE.
'Postoffl.ee Plaza, Ninth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia.

•

Earthworms.

It is said that Darwin spent thirty
years of his life in studying the earth
worm. He found it blind, deaf and
dumb. He discovered that while it
lives in the cold, dark earth it knows
how, better than man, to plow the
ground so that all the green things
can grow. It helps huge trees by
plowing the ground, turning it over

derstood that the saloon league will
not push any more elections in th«
The adult of this insect is a beetle,
near future.
it lays eggs, probably mostly in April
and May, in crevices in the bark of
SOUTH BEND GIRL'S LUCK.
suitable trees, usually on the south
west side. The eggs hatch in a few To Bo Bride ef Millionaire Who
Dictated Letters to Her.
days, and the young grubs eat their
After dictating letters to Miss Vir
way through the bark and burrow in
the wood, sometimes completely gird ginia Sullivan, stenographer at the
ling the tree. By next spring the Plaza hotel, in New York, James R,
grub has grown to full size. It then Wilkinsoil, a California mine opera
bores outward nearly through the hark tor, decided she was the "only woman"
of the tree, and then undergoes trans and they were married Friday. Miss
formation into a pupal stage, corre Sullivan is a daughter of T. Garri
sponding to the chrysalis of a butter son Sullivan, of South Bend, and is
fly. After about three weeks in this a graduate of St. Mary's academy at
condition, the adult beetle emerges Notre Dame. Wilkinson met JAiss Sul
from the skin or case of the pupa, cuts livan for the first time two days be
a hole through the bark, and comes fore their wedding.
out prepared to do its part in the
LONG GAME MAY KILL PITCHER.
work of laying more eggs.
Several methods are used to check
the work of the borers. The presence Youth Near Deatb from Illness
Caused by Overheating.
of the borers in the trees may be de
Russell Edrington, aged 19, a pitch
tected by discolorations of the bark,
er on Lebanon's independent base ball
by the exudation of sap or gum, or
team, is near death at his home in
by the presence of castings beneath
that city from convulsions caused by
the burrow. In such cases, if the bur
the bursting of a blood vessel in his
rows be not too deep or too lon^, the
head. Physicians attribute the burst
borers may be killed with a pointed
ing of the blood vessel to Edrington's
wire. Otherwise they may be destroy
overheating himself in a recent game,
ed by cutting them out with a knife,
in which he pitched twelve innings.
or by pouring kerosene or hot water
into the holes.
Damage In Sullivan County.
The best way to combat the borers
A hard rain which visited Sullivan
is by preventing the laying of eggs on
County the other day it is estimated
the bark of the tree trunks. Wrapping
did damage to the extent of thousands
the trunk with newspaper or wrapping
of dollars. Corn in the bottom lands
paper is one of the easiest and best
is suffering for lack of cultivation and
methods of securing this result, and the ground is so wet the farmers can
it has the advantage that besides keep not plow.
ing the female beetles from the bark,
Slayer Follows- Father to Prison.
the paper protects the bark from the
Fred Wilson, Jr., jointly indicted
injurious effect of the heat of the sun.
Paper used for this purpose should with his father for the killing of Will
cover the tree trunk completely, and iam Bower at Bethelehem, was sen
be held in place by twine not strong tenced for life in the penitentiary. His
enough to injure the growing tree. father entered on his life sentence last
Soil should be drawn up an Inch or spring.
two around the paper at the foot of
Boy Smothers la Sand Cave.
the tree, to prevent the female beetles
Herbert Seilon, 12 years old, and
from getting inside the paper from other Elkhart boys, while swimming,
below, and the top of the paper should crawled into a cave dug in a sand
be made to fit the bark closely. A bank, and Seilon smothered when the
band of cotton lint Just inside the top sand caved in.
of the paper will serve to l?3ep the fe
WITHIN OUR BORDERS.
males out from above.
The Mammen Grocery and Bakery
Various washes have been used to
prevent the insects from laying their Company of Evansville, capitalized at
eggs on the bark or to kill the newly $100,000, made an assignment for its
hatched grubs before they make their creditors.
way into the bark, but it is not cer
Anton Kiefer, age 74, died in Evans
tain that the use of these will always ville, from the effects of a paralytic
stroke. He was a pioneer of Gibson
be found profitable.
Even more important than protect County.
ing the bark of the trees from the
James Dunlevy, 18 years old, son of
egg-laying female beetles is the mat Fire Chief James Dunlevy, of Evans
ter of keeping the trees in vigorous ville, was drowned while swimming in
condition by proper cultivation of the the Ohio River.
soil. Grass and weeds should not be
Porter County joined the wet col
allowed to take the moisture needed
by the trees. After rains the crust of umn Thursday, the wets winning out
by 300 majority, carrying ten out ol
the soil should be broken Into a fine
townships.
Valparaiso
mulch to reduce the rate of evapora the twelve
tion from the soli. It is also recom voted wet by 102 majority. Nearly tho
mended that trees he headed low, so full vote was cast.
Alfred Buress, 69 years old, the
that the leaves may shade the trunk
wealthiest colored citizen of
Pike
from the hot midday sun.
County, who had operated a barber
The total number of immigrants shop in Petersburg ever since the war,
coming into the United States since when he was liberated from slavery
1820, the year of earliest record, ex
under an act passed by the State Leg
ceeds 26,000,000.
islature, died.
Fruit Tree Borers.
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For Sale:
•and colt.

A good brood mare
T. J. DeereB,

-Mrs. A1 Bragg was a<n Upland"
visitor Thursday,
Noah Wilhelm" has improved
his lawn till it now has a very
pretty effect.
V. B. Korner and Dr. Jeffries
made an auto trip to Marion
Wednesday.
W. W. Pearson and wife were
Hartford City visitors Thursday
afternoon.
Misses Mabel and Lucille Nesbitt weretMarion visitors Thurs
day afternoon.
H. H. Overmyer

of Lindse,
Ohio, is visiting relatives in
Upland.
Will Ferguson and wife were
attending the big day at Hart
ford Thursday.
Misses Cress Lucas and Emma
Germ ay of Portland, who were
visiting with Alma Bragg were
Upland visitors Thursday.
Grant Bedwell supplied Bundy Keevers position at the Pan
handle station during the lat
her's absence last week.
Roland Reasoner has traded
His new horn and ten dollars for
a second hand motorcycle owned
by a Marion party
Mrs. Sargents sister of Butler,
Pa., had an operation performed
for append icitus
last week
and is now
not
expected
to live.
R. J. Careins, cashier of the
Farmers' State Bank of Mat
thews and his daughter, Miss
Ethel Willington were in Upland
Thursday visiting with George
Cole and wife.
An auto party from Hartford
City, returning from Marion
broke down at the south end of
Main St., Wednesday night and
received a®good ducking before
they got home.
Joe Sargent has opened a
branch bakery in the Stout
restaurant building He handles
first class baking and asks the
towns wholesale patronage
Mr Pbrter reports an excel
lent success with the huckster
wagon which he operates on
Mondays, Tuesdays and Thurs
day through the rural commun
ity
• The Ladies' Aid of the M. E.
church will meet at the home of
Dr. G LStouts -Wednesday. The
afternoon meeting will be term
ed as guest day for each mem
ber _ is requested to bring a
guest An excellent program
has "been arranged and a good
time guaranteed
Mrs. , Mollie Carmicbael, -an
old acquaintance of Mrs. Jpnriie
Lyons spent Thursday _ visiting
at the hitter's home. Mrs. i(3arlniehael is a state official who is
employed by the Orphans' Home
at Indianapolis to look after
' their charges. She was on busi
ness in Upl&nd and by chance
met her old friend and school
mate and a very, happy reunion
was established.

OUR CHURCHES
FRIENDS CHURCH
Sunday, July 4.
Sunday School
9:30 a. m.
Preaching
10;30 a. m.
Preaching services
7:30 p. m.
All are cordially invited.
C. M. Elliott- Pastor

H. J. Norris. Pastor

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

Restaurant I#

Breakfast

Harness all hand made

O. V. L. i-ttCKES?
West Main St.

Hartford City

Dinner

11:30 to 1

Supper

5:30'to 6:30

NOTARY PUBLIC

MEALS 25

E. H. GRAVES

15c Lunch

For

Cyclone and
Fire Insurance
Dr. Z1MMER

We make a

speci alty

Phone 54

W. F. DILLMAN

cheap in Florida. Buy
ing, selling and ex

m

Contractor and Builder

changing Mich land al
so a specialty. Call

Call for Estimates

at our office and secure
descriptive
litature

and Smoked!
MEATS
i

Hartford City, Indiana
Dealers in

COAL,
CEMENT,
PLASTER,
SEWER
PIPE,
PLASTERING
HAIR
AIRE CLAY,
FIRE
BRICK
FARM IMPLEMENTS
AND MACHINERY

THAIS ALL

have to offer in farm
lands
I. .\e have
what you want ^vve
can arrange terms to

Fine line of magazines

UPLAND HOTEL

suit your onvenienee.

Under new management.

We can exchange farms
for gno I r *ntal property

The place for best serviceGood Meals
35e
Best Booms
50c
Give us a trial.
O. L. CHAMNEttft

fHome Rendered!
IPure Hog lard.f

Gliarles' Cox
BRAYING, TRANSFER
and moving. Your trade
solicited. Phone 52.

We make a specialty of

Trumbull Wagons and
Adrian Fence
It will pay you to see us before you buy

Subscribe for The

BP. P.

"" """ f

ERVEN & BONE
UPU0L8T&R8
Up to Date
of all kinds
Davenports, CouGhes,
Sofas, Settes and
Chairs
One Square East of Pan
handle Depot
315 West Walk St.
>
Hartford City

I

PEOPLES DRUE STOP

learn further particu
lars about what we

|Wo start a wagon this •
9 week which will bring «
® first class meat to your|
% door at to beat compet- g
I ition
®
BREAD,
CHEESE

I

Calls answered
PROMPTLY

Veterinarian

! UPLAND BREAD I
JOHN A. NEWB9UER k SONS

General Practitioner

Dr. van Arsdale

of Southern Indiana
land, alao the fine land
that can be bought so

jFresh

. Now

5:30to6:30

R. H. NABRING
Real Estate

The Big Contest |sj w On
when you come to Hartford City. Special prices

A. M BaHiiiger
REAL ESTATE, RENTAL, IN
SURANCE AND LOAN AGENT.

JOHN JOHNSON §

ZELIA HARDACRE
BLANCH STELTS
AGNES KING
DELIA CAMPBELL
MARY BEDWELL
IVY STOUT
JENNIE VAN ARSDALE EVA PEARSON
ALLIE ZEEK
EVA WILLIAMS
Mary Hunter, Matthews

Harness and Buggies

LAWYER

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE

Cigars, Tobaccos
Bread and Buns
Pies and Cakes
Dining Room and Ice
Cream Parlor

Up to date the following named young ladies are candidates and will make a
thorough canvas of this vicinity.

to see my stock of

§

MEAL HOURS

The Candidates

!

W, HAMILTON

§############
#
»

Valued at $250, made by the Starr Piano Co., of Richmond Indiana. There
are no strings to this proposition, but the one that does the most hustling
and has the most friends will win the Piano. The votes re figured in this
manner—Every 3 months subscription at 25c counts 25 votes; every six
months subscription at 50c counts 50 votes and every year's subscription at
$ .00 counts 100 votes. Here is your chance to help some young lady get a
fine Piano for nothing. Nothing like it has ever been offered by a news
paper in this section of the state. Help your friends, give them your sub
scription.
Send the paper away to your relatives nd
friends.

FIRST M. E. CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a. m.
Sermon
10:30 a. m,
Epworth League
6:30. p.m.
Preaching
7:30 p. m.
All are cordially invited to attend.

Shave Prices in Clothes

•*

Ptw»ne <15

EAT UPLAND BREAD
6 Loaves for 25c.
and oblige,
Jos. Sargant

Watch next week's issue for

FINE UPRIGHT PIANO

BvIfe

FOR GOODNESS
SAKE

WORK

Is just this. To the young lady over 12 years of age who gets us the most
votes by AUGUST 12, 1909 we will make a present of a

DON'T FflIL>

Office Bank

UP TO

The Proposition

1

Res. phone 20

TONSORIALISTl

The Upland ENTERPRISE, the new paper recently started is making a bid
for a , 000 Circulation arid in order to reach the goal are going to make the
most liberal proposition ever offered in this vicinity.

^

W. Plao@

DENTIST

TAYLOR
University
UPLAND,JND.
A College course within
reach of all

the

Smith Building. Hartford City
Phone 330

j| GET THE"
|IMPRESSION
on your miqd that
we do Job Printing
for anyorfe in need
of such work. We
make a specialty of
large orders, but all

A safe place to send youn'g
people
Next year opens Sep. 14, 1909
Write the President, M. Vayhinger, for Catalog

small orders will be
well taken care of.

DR.W H. ERVIN
DENTIST
Cooley bloc'-, Wess side Square,

Hartford Citv.
SATISFACTION

CATALOGUES
''S»<I

41

We are prepared to
print catalogues of
any description. If
you want programs'
for any occgssion,
we can supply your

fftK
T
Parsoa 'aHI
wants on short notPAYS
Wheat $1.42.
Oats 70c 4*
* University Printing Co
New wheat $1.08,
New oats 38c
GUARANTEED

•i\'

v

M -Vl "

•And send it to your relatives out of town

a frlejid to
a a book,
and ,vou have it give It m Dim; don't
bo.her him with t.ir* tear that he may
forget to return it. and be abused.

m

«

i.

5 LOCAL GLEANINGS %
9

9

Master George, son of Mr. and
Miss Daisy' Kline returned
Alvin Ginn was an out
Mrs.
Pyles is-, very sick.
from Bloomington Wednesday.
town visitor Sunday.

««©•«•©•»®»®®»®«*ee®c®e®s®V
Rev. Morris (Jutland filled the
Jasper Hodson was «.i Upland pulpit at Matthews Sunday.
trading Friday.
Bessie McVicker was a Marion
Mrs. 0.»• v R. Perkins was at visitor Saturday.
Hartford Thursday.
Mrs. Asa i^telts and son were
Eddie Mang was in<- Hartford in Hartford Thursday.
Thursday afternoon.
Arch Atkinson is the proud
Rev. Jackson was a Marion father of a bounciiig baby boy.
"visitor Friday.
Miss , Jessie BallingerJJ was
A1 Bragg was shopping in Up visiting in Marion Thursday.

of

Albert Brushweller -is a new
Foreman Gibson and his help
niemer of the band,
ers have greatly improved the
George Carrol was an Upland looks of the embankment at
depot by cutting the high grass
visitor Saturday.
which gave it such an unsightly
Mrs. E. G. Zimmer spent a appearance.
few days with Marion friends
Mrs Maggie Graham of Chica
last week.
go, accompanied by her daugh
Riley Janey, of near Gaston, ter Helen, returned home last
transacted business here Thurs week after a very pleasant visit
day.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe
Stout.
Loyd
Jones,
wife
and
daugh
land Friday.
Mrs. W. P. Shaw were shop
ter
were
at
Hartford
Thursday.
News items contributed by
Ghas. Lucas caught two line ping in town Thursday.
Dora
Connelly now in Fairmount,
Oliff'
Hendrickson
spent
Sun
.•carp at the river last week.
Mrs. William Chapel and chil
N.
I).
follow: "Ezra Larkins of
day
in
Gas
City
with
friends.
Mrs. Rhodie Ivorn of Jones- dren were Hartford City visitors
Spruceville
was over to Fargo
To Mr. and Mrs. Ervie Bowers
boro, was an Upland visitor Fri T.iursday.
Sunday
to
see
Ids daughter who
day.
Lee Marley and Max Bowen a hue girl.
is very ill.
Wiler Sprinter
Chas. Towle took supper with of Barn Creek lost a valuable
Hal Burton and Kemp Deeren saw the Firmen Meet in Hart
L. A. Teeter's Sunday.
transacted business in Matthews ford Thursday.
dog last week."
Friday.
Mrs. Harold Burton and Mrs.
T. E. Jones was an out of town
Miss Clara Teeter left Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gourley Emery King were county seat visitor Saturday.
day for an indefinitely prolonged
were at Hartford to visit their visitors Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Omah Schwatzer was visit with her cousin, Miss Clara
souMrs. J. R. Colli ns was visiting shopping in town Saturday DePuy of Jesup, Iowa. On her
return trip a few days visit will
Mrs. Amanda Nelson and son her daughter, Mrs. Zone Myers, morning.
Chester, were Marion shoppers last week.
Miss Lueile Hannah, a former he spent with Mrs. Graham in
Friday afternoon.
Marion Pickery of Marion, Upland school teacher is spend Chicago. A very pleasant trip
is anticipated.
Chas. Rhodeluimel of Marion, was visiting his cousin Miss Ma ing the summer in Wooster, 0.
John Poor man, a well known
passed through Upland on t. e bel Elliott last week.
Adda McKensie and Ida Cros
Upland
citizen, who has been
.9:2-2 train Friday morning.
Mrs. Flurry Shoemaker and by were the Sunday dinner
laid
up
with
rheumatism for the
Earl Walker and Alvin Moore daughter, Mrs, Eva Peele, were guests of Clara Teeter.
past
six
months
will take treat
made a trip to the river Friday Marion shoppers Friday.
H. R. Miles and wife spent ment at Martinsville for a few
after dinner.
Grant Karns was visiting in Sunday with G. W. Russel and weeks. His many friends wish
Upland
Wednesday and spent family at Shiedler.
Miss Helen Sargent spent a
his happy recovery under the
the
night
with V. B. Korner.
few days last week in Muncie
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Pasco are care of that institution. He left
visiting relatives and friends.
Clyde Bedwell joined the ar the proud parents of a fine new last Monday morning to undergo
treatment.
Mrs. hinder and daughter my of cherry pickers at Carl b.by boy.
Nora visited Tom Dunn and Williams last Thursday.
Miss Geneva Jones who had
Rex Maxell was doing work
family south of Mat:hews luesHerbert Bedwell was visitng for the Bady Nickel Oil Com been spending a few days with
Hay.
Homer Goodale at Hartford City pany Monday.
friends in New Castle started
last
Thursday
and
Friday.
home in an auto last Friday
Mrs. Sam Bedwell and No:Many Upland poultry raisers
evening
which was driven by a
man Huffman were the guests of
Captain Milton Garrigus of are reporting loss caused by the
gentlemen
friend. This side of
dus Rhodehamel and family in Kokomo, was visiting his daugh weasel rodent.
Gaston
the
machine broke down
Marion Thursday.
ter Mrs. Lida Outland, last
Mr. Pulley was| in attendance and the two finished the home
Mr. Mason, the pavement fcon- week.
of the Caso Ramsey law suit at journey in a livery rig secured
tractor, laid off the working
Leslie Johnson, Herbert Bow- Hartford City Monday morning. in that city.
force for a few days last week en, Lee Wright, Fred Monroe
Hansel Garrison returned to
There is a citizen of our town
on account of the heavy and in James Ladd and Gaston Charles
Red
Key
Monday
morning
after
who
is well know to everyone,
creasing rainfall.
saw the sights at Hartford City
a Sunday visit with his parents, who is one of the most palatspWill F. Gray was adjudged by Thursday afternoon.
If Earl Walker and Legler Oon- haryngeolaryngeal, taansubstanthe twelve jurors last Friday
The Penn. line did a rushing
antionaliit men you ever met
night at 9:15 not guilty of mur- business here last Wednesday nelly drove to White City park
yet at the same time his occipit"
Sunday
afternoon
and
report
an
in the second degree according and Thursday. The Gray trial
istemporoparistal, electrophotexcellent
time.
to evidence submitted.
and the Fireman's Convention
omicrography is none the best,
Mr. McGee and cousin, whole
Mrs. Bokoff, a sister of Mrs| took many out of town.
but like many others his sternLon Broyles who has been visit
Mrs. Wright is making prepar sale dealers of Marion were call ochondroscapularis is good while
ing at Upland a few days re ations to move her house that ing on merchant Porter last Sat his metaphysicotheological meth
turned to her home in Gas City sets off the street onto the lot urday evening.
ods meet with psondomenocoty
Friday.
Logan Miller is reported to lenonous in the minds of many.
where
the Free
Methodist
have gotten a very late start
Mrs. V. B. Korner and two church was situated
L. G. Richards met with a
to
Hartford Thursday on account serious accident
sons Donald and Merrill, return
Miss Eva Pearson who was en
Wednesday #
ed last week from a fine trip to joying a two weeks vacation was of the/ rain.
afternoon while fording the
•Chicago, LaGrange and Val unexpectedly called home Wed
Frank Robinson, boss mold Mississinewa river at the Big
paraiso.
nesday evening to assist with maker at the Upland Glass Rock. His buggy was overturn
Tom Myers, an enterprising the' Upland Mercantile Sale now works left for his home in La- ed and being unable to swim he
gootee, Ind,, to spend the 4th. was compelled to perch himself
Upland young man has recently in progress.
L. Bell a former Taylor stu
been offered a very attractive
Chas. Oarmichael and Benj. on top of the vehicle. A lady
position of telegrapher in the of dent who entered the map busi Fuller are planning a trip to living near the ford telephoned
fice of the superintendent of the ness in Iowa has returned and N. Dakota. They will start to Mr. Sanler a Matthews citi
zen who drove to the scene of
will now travel for a culery about the 11th of next month.
Pan Handle.
the accident and assisted Mr.
company of Anderson, Ind.
What about the Tennis Asso
Logan Miller has brought his Richards to shore.
The county will settle on the fine mare and colt to town from
ciation? Who will make the
On last Friday evening sevtral
1st
of July with ' the different the Horner pasture where it has
first move? Everyone is in
friends
of Miss Clara Teeter
terested who knows the game, towns and townships giving each been kept for the last month.
gave
her
a very happy surprise
"but- everyone waits for Someone the funds due them. Upland
at
her
home.
The event had
Miss Daisy Kline will attend
and
Upland
else to take the lead. What are gets $2,074.40
been
planned
to
preceed the
school at Madison, Wisconsin,
school funds are $2,478.03.
you going to do net chasers?
long
western
tour
she
will enjoy
for the following six weeks. She
Mi ss Ruth Hunt of Swayzee,
this
summer.
The
evening
was
Last week 0. L. Stuart the
will be married to Cartlen Cults, left Monday evening for that
spent
in
games
and
music.
A
tailor, received a shipment of
Professor in Purdue University. city.
delightful
luncheon
was
served
Iris fine western saddle which he
The bride is a former student of
William Lyons, of Mooresville, of ice cream and cake. The
was accustomed to use for a pil
Bloomington and an intimate a former' Upland resident was
Lemons present were, Misses Ivy
low during his cow punching
schoolmate of Miss Flae Ballin- visiting relatives and old ac Stout, Adda McKinzie, Agnes
•days. From it he shot numer
ger who will attend the wed quaintances about town last Fri
King, Mabel and Genevieve Nes
ous bad savages and several line
ding.
day
and
Saturday.
bitt,
Eva Pearson, Ida Crosby
buffalo. Mr, Stuart is very
The
near
approach
of
the
harand
Clara
Teeter, Messrs. Paul
proud of tliis relic of former
Denver Horner is surveying
vest
season,
without
the
deHill,
Blaine
Peele, Everette
•days and would not be tempted
the Lorry Tudor pike, prepara
velopement
of
any
general
conBrown,
Charles
Towle, Byron
to dispose of it.
tory to that road being placed
dition§. unfavorable to the maWilliams,
Earl
Walker,
Charles
class condition with
We appreciate the news y'®u turing and gathering of good •in first
Waite
and
Kemp
Deeren.
The
give us. It is our own specialty. crops, furnishes a basis for con- crushed stone.
affair broke up at a very late
A newspaper can up more run fidence
in business' circles.
Because of the absence of hour and everybody reported an
without the news than a. saw There is accordingly u more or Mrs. Nusbaum, director erf the excellent time.
mill
without logs. If
you less definitely defined impression Sunday School Orchestra of the
have
an
interesting
item than the quitje noticeable im Marion 1st M. E. church, Miss How dear to our hearts IS the
give it to us. We have heard provement which lias' already Edna Zimmer was given charge
old silver dollar
When some kind subscriber
mn ii icraible people say "You taken place in trade, both in of musicians last Sunday.
l.hat item," We can feeling and vol u pie, will becoine
presents it to view
A sample wagon load of Up The liberty head without neck
re: ly "you should have' mora pronounced as soon as the
if you knew. We are promise of good har.ve.sts is re land boys drove'to Hartford City
tie or collar
blame." We are relying alized. If there should be a dis Thursday to "do" the firemens
And all the strange things
for the townspeople and appointment in these expecta Celebration which was so credit
that to us seems so new
, neighbors, for the cur- tions owing to injurious weather. ably given by the fire mentis asso The wide spreading eagle the
ciation on tl.mt day. The party
arrows below it
rent ev ents. Call by phone, drop Conditions there would need to
consisted of Will Shull, Rex
be
a
revision
of
the
hopeful
an
Hand
us
a
slip.
Tell
The
stars and the words with
a card,
Maxell, Qrville Bedwell, Laurel
ticipations
which
the
trade
'
is
the
queer tilings they tell,
our
ear.
We
want
i t in
vour news and in return give now entertaining The outlook Sutton, Earl Walker, K. Kline, The coin of our fathers; were
glad that we know it,
you an Enterprising weekly. fortunately, is promising and Lawrence Bedwell, George Delgoufte-, Jalne.s Buchanan and
For some time or other 'twill
Don't forget to give us all the there is no ground for gloomy
Harry Ovelunyer.
come in right well.
forebodings.
.news.

We Are Here

•.

With a complete liner of choice meats
and respectfully solicit n share of your
patronage, assuring you fair dealings
and cortueous treatment.
GAME, OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON
Call 94 and tell us what you want

DONELSON & BRODERICK

T.W. WILLIAMS
HARDWARE
We are up to date in every line we carry
Our stock is clean, our prices are right.
Our clerks are obliging, and a trial will
convince the most exacting customer
that they can buy of us as cheap as any
place in the county, and be assured of
the very best goods.
No matter what you want, come to our
place and call for it and be convinced of
the above
Yours truly,

T. W. WILLIAMS

##########################
1 WHr NOT?
I
YES, WHY NOT GIVE
YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION TO OUR SOLICIT
OR AND GET THE ENTERPRISE
EVERY WEEK.

THE MODEL CASH STORE
Offers to the Public a fine and well selected
stock of
GROCERIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
NOTIONS, DRY GOODS, SHOES AND
GENTS FURNISHINGS
at prices that will meet with your approv
al, and we ask you to call and let us
prove our statement.
Buyer of Poultry and Produce

HOLLEN BROWN. Proprietor

WE ARE
KEEPING A
SHARP
LOOKOUT
For everything the
trade needs in the
building line.

If

you want the quality ^
to equalize the price
see v®. Both phones

tO

T.J. DEEREN

jt

Lumber. Coal, Etc.

George! However, he has taken to
admire married women lately—which
is a great relief."
Mrs. Saville also stood up, and rang
the bell. "Where is Everton just now?
I want him so much to write to his
cousin, Captain Brydges, on Hugh's
BY
behalf. I don't understand how it was
he did not do so before on his own ac
MRS. ALEXANDER
count."
A u hor of
"Oh, nobody knows where Everton is
"A Crooked Path," "Maid. Wife or
Widow,'* "Bv Woman's Wit," "Beaton's
to be found. He is coming to us in
Barga n." "A Life Inter, st," "Mona's
September at Herondyke."
Choice," "A VN oman's tieart."
"Lady Olivia Lumley's carriage,"
*5* •$••5**5* »£••£• •$••5**•**•** ****!"• *•*•5* v**v**$*•$*
said Mrs. Saville to the man who an
swered the bell.
"Good morning, then, dear Eliza
HAT GOLD CANNOT
beth.
Don't try your eyes too much.
BUY is one of the star
stories. It is rarely that Shall we meet you at the Montgom
a better one is offered. ery's to-night?"
"No; I am really sick of society."
Its class is that of the
"My dear, you must be seriously
home circle, and this
powerful serial is rec ill?" cried Lady Olivia, with another
ommended for its force good-humored but rather silly laugh,
ful delineation of every-day characters and the sisters-in-law shook hands, and
in connection with simple, yet ani parted.
Mrs. Saville picked up her little dog
mating, incidents that form the his
and took a turn up and down the room
tory of interesting lives.
with it under her left arm, a look of
Mrs. Saville is a wealthy, self-willed
extreme annoyance quivering in her
woman,
whose imperious
nature
eyes. "What a fool that woman is!"
brooks no opposition. She really be
she murmured to herself; "not even a
lieves that her money will buy her
well-bred fool! and to look at her, who
not only luxury and ease, but power.
would imagine she was the daughter
She thinks that power will enable her
of one earl, tne sister of another? yet
to gain and guide those about her to
there she is, started by the mere acci
her own will, but she finds that there
dent of birth in a position which cost
is something that gold will. not buy,
me all my fortune, my aristocratic
namely, love.
marriage, my brains, to achieve. Still,
In a most interesting way the ro I do not complain; had these class dis
mance tells how her son, Hugh Sa tinctions not existed, there would have
ville, marries the girl of his choice been nothing to strive for, nothing to
against the wishes of his mother. She attain. Still, Lady Olivia is a fool;
turns him from her home and he is you are a wiseacre to her, my pre
sent to war.
His wife determines, cious Prince," she continued, patting
during his absence, to win the love of the dog's head; "you are a natural
the selfish mother. Under a false aristocrat; so is Hugh, though he has
name she becomes engaged as the some abominably radical ideas."
companion of Mrs. Saville.
Here the footman opened the door,
The story of her trials, her patience, and said, deferentially, "If you please,
her humiliations brings out the nobili 'm, Mr. Rawson would like to see you."
ty of her true nature and perfect
"Yes, certainly. Show him up."
womanhood. Day by day she wins the
In a few minutes the door again
love of the lonely old woman, whose opened, to admit a gentleman, a short,
false pride and wasted wealth sink stout, well-dressed man,
slightly
into nothingness in the final reconcili breathless, and apparently well braced
ation with her son, and this charming up in his admirably-fitting clothes. His
romance ends in a happiness that has hair and complexion were of that neu
been well and worthily won by a most tral tint which is termed "pepper and
captivating and worthy heroine.
salt," his eyes light gray and twink
ling with a perception of the ridicu
lous, and his air, though it was po
litely respectful, showed a certain as
CHAPTER I.
sured
familiarity indicative of a con
Mrs. Sayville had stayed unusually
fidential position.
long in town, and, at the moment cho
"Well, Mr. Rawson," said Mrs. Sa
sen to open this story, was sitting at
ville,
resuming her seat and placing
the writing-table in her private room,
a richly-furnished and luxurious apart her small favorite on the chair beside
ment with yellow brocade curtains and her, "what has brought you here to
day?"
stained-glass windows. She was a
Her tone was considerably more
small, slight woman, with regular, del
icate features, quick, dark eyes, and amiable than it had been to her pre
vious visitor.
hair nearly white, combed back and
"What will, I hope, give you satis
surmounted by a tiny cap of exquisite
lace with a tuft of scarlet velvet rib faction. I fancy we will succeed in
bon. The small thin hand which held getting that piece of the Everton prop
her pen was loaded with rings that erty you have been so anxious to pur
flashed and glittered even in the sub chase, for your price, and it will be a
dued sunshine, while the other- gently decided bargain. I am to see the
caressed the head of a small, silky, vendor's solicitor finally on Thursday,
pearl-colored dog which lay on a chair when I fancy he will come in to our
terms."
beside her.
"I am very pleased, Mr. Rawson,
She was speaking with a fair, large
lady about her own age, who occupied very pleased indeed. I must say, you
an arm chair at the other side of the always manage my business most sat
table, arid who was rather gorgeously isfactorily. But you say several farms
on the property are unlet. Now, I
attired in out-door dress.
"I am sure I interrupt you. You want my money to bring me in a de
are always so busy," said the latter, cent percentage. What do you pro
with a comfortable smile, but showing pose doing with the land?" Where
upon solicitor and client plunged into
no inclination to move.
"I do not mind being interrupted an animated discussion, in which Mrs.
this morning," returned Mrs. Saville, Saville proved herself to be a shrewd
not too graciously; "my eyes are very woman of business.
"Well, Mr. Rawson," she said, after
tiresome. They smart so when I read
or write for any time. I really must a short pause, "respecting a smaller
matter, yet not an unimportant one.
get an amanuensis."
"Is it possible? I should never sus Have you made any inquiries about an
pect your -eyes of being weak. Thej> amanuensis or companion for me?"
"I hardly thought you were serious
seem strong enough and sharp enough
in the wish you expressed
"
to see through anything."
"I am, exceedingly serious," she in
"Thank you; they have served my
terrupted. "My maid, who has just
purpose well enough,"
left me, was really a very superior
"When do you leave town?"
"I am not quife sure. I do not care person, and could read aloud very
to go until Hugh returns. He ought to well; now I have a totally different
he here now. This scare about trouble woman. I must have some one who is
with Russia may bring him his ap fairly educated, who can write, and
pointment to a ship any day, and he keep accounts, and read French—I like
ought to be on the spot. He has been French novels; she must be fit to asso
ciate with, yet ready to leave me to
ashore now for nearly a year."
"I wonder he chose the navy," said myself at a nod; I cannot be hampered
the visitor. "I "Should think the army with any one whose feelings I have to
must be much the most agreeable pro consider. She must have pleasant man
ners and a sweet voice, and look fit
fession."
"My dear Lady Olivia! who can ac to be seen at luncheon and when she
count for a young man's vagaries? My comes out with me."
"My dear madam, you have Indeed
son is positively enthusiastic about his
profession, He is very scientific, you set me a task! You must give me
know, and will, I have no doubt, rise some time to find out such a treas
ure."
to great eminence."
"I cannot give you much time. You
"Oh, I dare say he is very clever,
but he is not a bit like other young must find her as soon as you possibly
men. I confess I do not understand can. Advertise in all the papers;
heaps of young women will apply;
him."
"No," returned Mrs. Saville, with pick out one or two, but on no account
much compffsure, "'I don't suppose you let me be worried with an indiscrimi
nate string of candidates; I know I
do."
shall be disgusted with them. I will
"Not clever enough myself, eh?"
not ask any of my acquaintances; they
r.aid Lady Olivia, with a good-humored
always recommend the most unsuita
smile. "Where is this bright particu
ble people and are offended if you do
lah star of yours just now?"
not take their proteges. Then they
"When he last wrote he was still bore you with pitiful stories. No, my
at Nice. He has stayed on there too
dear Mr. Rawson, let it be a pur'ely
long. I think. I trust and hope he
business matter."
does not visit Monte Carlo too often;
"I shall do my best. Suppose I try
I am not much obliged to Lord Everan advertisement in a provincial pa
ton for introducing Hugh to his gam
per
"
bling friends there."
"Do what you like; only remember
"I don't fancy poor Everton's friends
1 must have a presentable, well-edu
are generally what would be consid cated, well-mannered young woman—
ered eligible acquaintances for the
young, mind, who will save me trou
young and inexperienced, especially ble, not give me any."
when they have pretty daughters who
"The labors of Hercules were a trifle
sing like angels—or prima donnas," to this," sighed Mr. Rawson.
she added, with a comfortable laugh.
"Oh, you will do it as cleverly as you
"Pooh!" cried Mrs. Saville, with a do everything. Now, tell me, have you
flash of anger in her keen black eyes, heard anything of my son lately?"
"Hugh is quite indifferent to all that
"Of which, may I ask?—Mr. Sa
nonsense."
ville?"
"Is he? What an unnatural mon
"No; of Hugh."
ster!" said Lady Olivia, rising. "I
"Well, no, not for a week. He was
wish I could say the same of my at Nice, I think."
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"I know that, and it makes me very
uneasy. Why does he stay there? It
is not the season."
"Are you afraid of Monte Carlo? I
don't think you need be. Mr. Hugh
Saville never was inclined to gamble."
"I am afraid of something much
worse—a designing woman."
"Indeed!" And Mr. Rawson glanced
curiously at her.
"Yes," continued Mrs. Saville, strok
ing the little dog's head thoughtfully.
"When he was abroad some time ago
he made the acquaintance of a horrid
old gambling, disreputable friend of
Lord Everton's. This man has a daugh
ter, and I heard accidentally that
Hugh was a grdat deal with her. When
my son returned I warned him against
such penniless adventurers. He laugli3d in an odd, bitter way, and said,
Don't trouble yourself, my dear moth3r; Miss Hilton would not look at me.'
i at once saw some deep scheme in
this; don't you?"
'Well, I can't possibly say; there
are so many sides to human nature—
feminine human nature especially.
The young lady must be rather pecu
liar if she would not look at Mr. Hugh
Saville. I should say he was rather a
pleasant object."
T know you are fond of Hugh, Mr.
Rawson; your regard for him strength
ens the old ties that your excellent
service has created."
"Humph!" said Rawson to himself,
does she think I am her footman?"
Yes," he observed, "your son was a
true friend to my poor wild lad. It's
owing to him that he is what he is
now, and has a chance of a respect
able life."
"I am very glad he was of use to
your son," returned Mrs. Saville, with
an air of infinite superiority. "But,
Mr. Rawson, do you not think Hugh's
answer evasive?"
"Mr. Hugh Saville is never evasive.
He may have been a little huffed with
the young lady."
"Then she was on the track of some
other prey," said Mrs. Saville, scorn
fully. "I nave an admirable match for
Hugh, desirable in every way; so,
when I found he had wandered back
to Nice and was lingering there, I felt
not a little uneasy."
"Did you say the young lady's name
is Hilton?" asked Rawson, suddenly.
"Yes; her father is, or calls himself,
Captain Hilton."
"Then I don't think you need dis
tress yourself. I saw the death of a
Captain Hilton about a fortnight ago
in a newspaper. He died somewhere
in France, but not at Nice. I noticed
the name because—oh, because I have
heard Lord Everton speak of him."
"How can you tell if it be the
same?" Mrs. Saville was beginning,
with great animation, when the butler
appeared, carrying on a salver a large
envelope bearing the inscription "On
Her Majesty's Service" and addressed
to Lieutenant Hugh Saville.
"This is some appointment for my
son," cried Mrs. Saville. "I knew it
would come in this unexpected way^ds
it not maddening; that he should be
absent?" As she spoke, she tore the.
letter open and glanced at it, and ex
claiming, "Yes, as I thought!" handed
it to her confidential adviser. He took
it, and read as follows:
"Admiralty, Whitehall, July 20.
"Sir—I have the honor to inform
you that you are appointed to H. M. S.
Vortigern, Flag-ship of Admiral Wardlaw, on the Vv'est Indian Station.
"You will proceed by the Mail leav
ing Southampton on the 26th instant
for Port Royal, Jamaica.
"If H. M. S. Vortigern has left, you
will report yourself to the Senior Na
val Officer, from whom you will get
directions where to join your ship.
"I have the honor to be, sir, your
obedient servant,
"ROBERT BROWN,
"Secretary to the Admiralty."
"To Lieutenant Hugh Saville,
"Stafford Square, S. W."
'There, that is just the opening
Hugh has wished for—lieutenant of
the flag-ship on the West Indian Sta
tion. Why, if this threatened rupture
with Russia comes to anything, the
West Indian squadron would most
probably be ordered to the Black Seanothing is more probable; then he
might have a chance of distinguishing
himself. I want to see my son an ad
miral! How infinitely provoking that
he should be absent!"
"You must telegraph to him without
a moment's loss of time," said Mr.
Rawson. "If he starts to-morrow, or
to-night, why, he'll be here in thirtysix hours. Very little time need be
lost. Shall I wire for you?"
"Oh, yes, please; and reply to this,
too. Let them know he is coming."
"Well, there is little danger of your
son being caught now, Mrs. Saville.
If Venus herself had her hand on him
he must break away, when such a sum
mons may mean fighting.
Good morn
ing. Leave the telegraph to me, and
accept my best congratulations." Mr.
Rawson bowed himself out.
Mrs. Saville mechanically rose and
rang the bell. Then she stood in
tnought for a minute, and rang again.
This time the butler presented him
self.
'
"Atkins," said his mistress, "I ex
pect Mr. Hugh on Wednesday or
Thursday. He will only stay to col
lect his luggage, and goes on to join
the ship to which he has just been ap
pointed. I want you to look out his
chest and all his things. Let me know
whatever you can see is wanting, and
order the carriage immediately 'after
lunch. Send Jessop to me. I really
think I might as well go to the Montgomerys' this evening," she thought.
"I feel so relieved.

BISHOP RUN OUT OP TOWN.

Sunday School f
LESSON
Subject for July 4, 1009.

Paul's Second Missionary Journey—
Antioch to Philippi.—Acts 15:36; 16:
15.
"Come over into Macedonia and
help us."—Acts 16:9.
Our regular lesson in the history of
the Christian church left off over a
month ago with the account of the
first council of the church at Jerusa
lem. We now commence with an ac
count of Paul's second missionary'
journey.
Verse 36. "Some days after." Some
days after Paul and Barnabas had ar
rived at Antioch. Paul's second mis
sionary journey, which now com
mences, lasted about four years. On
his first journey he was accompanied
by Barnabas. This time by Silas. It
is thought that during this time he
wrote the two epistles to the Thessalonians. "How they do." It was a
journey especially to help the church
—to find out how they were spiritual
ly. Some people say we ought not to
do so much for the church, but we no
tice that Jesus and the Apostles gave
a great deal of labor to the building
up of the church. "Paul was not con
tent to measure his work by the num
ber of conversions, but sought to
strengthen the converts in the faith,
and assure himself of their well-be
ing. This was the care of the church
es 'which came on him daily' (2 Cor.
11:28)." We have scriptural reason
to believe that he went about that the
churches might have the second bless
ing or as he called it "the second
benefit" or grace.
,
37. "To take John." He was a rel
ative of Barnabas (Col. 14:10). This
seems to be the reason Barnabas was
so anxious to take him.
38. "Thought not good to take
him." Good men may differ as to
methods when they do not have any
heart antagonism. We find Paul alwas making tender allusions to Mark
and Barnabas in other places. (See
I. Cor. 9:6 and II. Tim. 4:11).
39. "Barnabas sailed to Cyprus."
This was his native country. This is
the last that Barnabas is mentioned
in the narrative of the New Testa
ment.
40. "Being recommended by the
brethren. "It is not without signifi
cance that Barnabas is represented as
setting out on his journey with his
nephew without any special sympathy
or approval, while Paul is commended
to the grace of God by the assembled
church. We may then fairly conclude
that in this controversy the judgment
of the brethren went with Paul in the
main."
41. "Confirming the churches." No
tice that his second journey through
Syria and Cilicia was to confirm the
churches which were founded in this
first
missionary journey.
Hence
sprang up the idea of the rite of con
firmation now in many churches or at
least in the Catholic, Lutheran and
Episcopal churches.
1. "Named Timotheus." Timothy
was the son of a Greek proselyte prob
ably. He was brought up very care
fully and was versed in the scriptures
from boyhood.
2. "Well reported by the breth
ren." This shows that Paul was very
careful to have his workers well rec
ommended.
5. "So were the churches establish
ed in the faith." That is, the threat
ened division was averted by the de
crees or opinion of the council at Je
rusalem which Paul here gave them,
in letters sent by the council.
6. "Forbidden by the Holy Ghost
to preach in Asia." Doubtless be
cause God wanted them to go amang
the Gentiles in Europe.
9. "Come over into Macedonia and
help us. Here Is the opening of the
account of how the gospel came into
Europe. As some one remarks, "This
vision has been rightly recognized by
the church as interpreting the unuttered cry of heathendom for help."
Paul was a Spirit-filed man. Missions
is the leading of the Spirit of God
who inspires and leads true mission
aries. "Into Macedonia." This was
across the Aegean Sea.
10. 'We endeavored to go." This is
the first
time that Luke alludes to
himself. He was the writer of the
Book of Acts. Some have thought
that as a physician he joined Paul at
Troas to look after his health. Paul
had poor health a good deal of the
time. We have no doubt that his
thorn in the flesh was some physical
disability.
12. "Philippi." A city named in
honor of Philip, father of Alexander
the Great.
13. "Where prayer was wont to be
made." It seems they had no syna
gogue in this city, but worshiped God
in the open air. Paul always went
first to the synagogue when he began
to preach in any city.

Action Against Nebraska Catholio
Dignitary Follows Feud.
At Ulysses, Neb., a mob Friday
night drove Catholic Bishop Bonacum,
of Lincoln, and two priests who ac
companied him out of town and
threatened them with violence. The
trouble of the evening had its origin
in the long church feud between Bish
op Bonacum and the Rev. William
Murphy, for several years priest in
control of the parishes of Ulysses and
Seward. Bishop Bonacum excommu
nicated Father Murphy, was sustained
at Rome, and recently secured a ruling
in the civil courts ousting Father Mur
phy from the parish property. The
majority of the parishioners through
out the long controversy have stood
with the priest, the trustees at Sew
ard at different times refusing to per
mit priests sent by the bishop to occu
py the church.
The storm broke when Bishop Bon
acum, accompanied by Fathers O'Brien
and Kline, came to install them, re
spectively, at Ulysses and Seward.
Father O'Brien was sent out from the
hotel to reconnoiter. He found the
church strongly guarded and the as
pect threatening. It was then decided
to hold the formal ceremonies of tak
ing possession of the church at the
hotel, and this formality was begun
The mob on the outside of the hotel
began
making
a
demonstration.
Threats were made to "egg" the bish
op, and at the most critical moment
when it seemed that violence would
be done Father Murphy arrived and
pleaded with the people to commit no
breach of the peace and to acquit
themselves as law abiding citizens. He
asked the people to protect from any
violence the bishop and the priests.
Father O'Brien arranged for a vehi
cle to take them out of the village.
Almost before the crowd knew what
was being done the bishop and the two
priests were loaded into the livery rig
and a start was made for the country
on the road to David City. The con
veyance started away at a lively pace,
and it was some time before an auto
mobile carry representatives of Fath
er Murphy's flock went in pursuit.
The story told by the liveryman, who
returned soon after without his pas
sengers, was that he was overtaken on
the road and his passengers were ordered to get o;St and walk. This they
did, and then the liveryman was or
dered to turn about and drive to Ulys
ses without loss of time. It was late
at night that Bishop Bonacum and the
priests went to a farmhouse for pro
tection and engaged a farmer to take
them to David City.

ROYAL SPANISH PRINCESS BORN
Consort of King Alfonso Gives Birth
to a Daughter.
Queen Victoria of Spain gave birth
to a daughter at 6:25 a. m. Tuesday.
The booming of fifteen guns announced
the birth of a girl and the rejoicing
thereafter was general. Half an hour
later the king, accompanied by the mis
tress of the robes, his -face beaming
with joy at the happy deliverance of
the queen and the fulfillment of their
wish for a daughter, proudly presented
the infant to the dignitaries assembled
in the antechamber. As the baby nes-
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tied in the basket which was richly
adorned with exquisite lace, It was
seen that she was a blonde and
healthy in appearance, although small
er than her brothers. The first two
children are boys, Prince Alfonso, born
May 10, 1907, and Prince Jaime, born
June 23, 1908. The eldest, the heir to
the throne, is fair like his mother, but
he has the protruding lips of his fath
14.
"A certain woman
named er, a pronounced characteristic of the
Lydia." The first convert in Europe Spanish Hapsburgs. The second son,
to Christanity was a woman. Woman on the other hand, is dark-complexion
has this honor. Lydia was a Jewish ed and looks the real Spaniard.
proselyte. "Whose heart the Lord
Growth in Canada Rapid.
opened." She was one of the modest,
The census of western Canada esti
retiring, quiet kind. Salvation did not mated by the government and an
come to her as it did to the rough, nounced the other day shows a popu
boisterous jailer. Her heart opened to lation of 1,100,000. Of this number
(To De continued.)
the gospel like the rose bud to the 500,000 live in Manitoba, 350,000 in
rays of the sun. But the Lord opened
Two-thirds of tl ~ native population it. Paul with all his preaching could Saskatchewan and 275,000 in Alberta.
This is an increase of 300,000 in three
of Uganda has been wiped out by the i not do it.
years.
sleeping sickness it seven years.

ORILN

1610—The first
Dutch immigrants to
America landed at Manhattan,
now New York.
1692—Bridget Bishop hanged at Sa
lem, Mass., ior witchcraft.
1709—Paper money first
authorized
and issued in New York.
1736—A line of stages was started be
tween Boston and Newport.
1756—A bankruptcy act was passed by
the Rhode Island Assembly.
1768—Riot in Boston over the seizure
of the sloop Liberty by the com
missioners of the King's cus
toms.
1775—General Gage issued a procla
mation declaring Massachusetts
under martial law.
1776—The Legislature of Connecticut
declared for independence.
1788—New Hampshire
Constitution of
States.

ratified the
the United

1801—The Pasha of Tripoli declared
war against the United States.
1806—British House of Lords resolved
to abolish the slave trade.
1831—King of the Netherlands ren
dered his decision on the boun
dary question between Maine
and the British possessions.
1835—Five Spanish
pirates were
hanged in Boston.
1838—-Congress passed an act creating
the new territory of Io.wa.
1840—Great Socialist demonstration
in Paris.
1851—San Francisco vigilance com
mittee was formed.
1854—The Merrimac of Civil War
fame was launched at the
Charlestown navy yard.
1861 — Confederates evacuated Har
per's Ferry after destroying all
available property.
1862—Federals under General Shields
defeated by the Confederates
under General Jackson at battle
of Port Republic.
1863 — Confederates under General
Ewell defeated the Federals un
der General Milroy at Winches
ter, Va.
1864—Grant began to move his forces
across the James river in order
to attack Richmond from the
south.
1865—Russell A. Alger brevetted ma
jor general of volunteers for
gallant service
William L.
Sharkey appointed governor of
Mississippi.
1866—Dominion Parliament met for
the first time in the new build
ings at Ottawa.
1868—Senate passed admission bills
for the States of North Caro
lina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Lotfisana, Alabama and Florida.
.:.. Large section of Marquette,
Mich., destroyed by fire.
1871—Great storm in Galveston, Tex.
1874—House of Representative!) pass
ed a bill for the admission of
Colorado to the Union.
1880—General J. B. Weaver of Iowa
nominated for President by the
National Greenback Labor con
vention.
1884—Samuel J. Tilden of New York
declined to become a candidate
for the Presidential nomina
tion.
1887—Statue of Nathan Hale dedicat
ed in Hartford, Conn.
1891—Massacres in Hayti by order of
General
Hippolyte.... British
Parliament passed the Behring
Sea bill.
1892—National Republican convention
at
Minneapolis renominated
Benjamin Harrison for Presi
dent.
v
1892 — Battleship
Massachusetts
launched at Philadelphia.
1895—The Canadian canal at Sault
Ste. Marie was opened.
1897—President McKinley and mem
bers of his cabinet visited the
Nashville exposition.
1901—Dedication of the new mint
building in Philadelphia.
1902—House of Representatives pass
ed an anti-anarchy bill.
*
1903—Town of Hoppner, Ore., almost
completely
destroyed by a
cloudburst.
1905—Sweden protested against Amer
ican recognition of Norway's in
dependence
Norwegian Par
liament proclaimed dissolution
of the union wth Sweden.
1908—O. H. P. Belmont, prominent
New York capitalist, died....
President Roosevelt appointed a
national commission on the
Conservation of National Re
sources... .Ten thousand suffra
gettes took part in a street
demonstration in London.,

TUMOR OF
FOURYEARS

GROWTH

Removed by Lydia E. Pink=
ham'sVegetableCompound
Lindley, Ind. — " Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound removed
. a cyst tumor of
years'growth,
111 INM|four
which three of the
' «|
..A
best physicians de
ft - clared I had. They
said that only an
operation coul<J
help me. I am very
glad thatlf olio wed
a friend's advice
and took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vege
table Compound,
for it has made me
a strong and well
woman, and I shall recommend it as
long as I live." — MRS. MAY ERY,
Lindley, Ind.
One of the greatest triumphs of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound is the conquering of woman's
dread enemy — tumor. If you have
mysterious pains,inflammation, ulcera
tion or displacement, don't wait for
time to confirm your fears and go
through the horrorsofa hospital opera
tion, but try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound at once.
Eor thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, hasbeenthe standard remedy
for female ills, and such unquestion
able testimony as the above proves the
value of this famous remedy, and
should give confidence and hope to
every sick woman.
If you would like special advice
about your case write a confiden
tial letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.
An Office to Slinn.

"The President has, X see, just
named a new Governor of Alaska,
some Washington newspaper man,"
said T. F. Barnes, of Seattle.
"I don't know the new Governor and
I wish him well, but I'd make a bet
that he will rue the day he ever ac
cepted the job. There's trouble coming
to him in gobs. No man has ever
held that particular office who hasn't,
for the better part of his incumbency,
wished he were in purgatory, for a
change. The best man that ever lived,
holding that commission, will get in
hot water from the time he lands,
and will be accused of every crime
from horse stealing to infanticide. It
was so with Governors Brady and
Hoggatt, and their successors will
fare no differently. Hoggatt, who has
just resigned, was straight as a string
and plucky as a bulldog, but he grew
weary of the eternal hammering and
was glad to get out. If I had a deep
grudge against a man I'd want to see
him made Governor of Alaska."
WHEN YOUR BACK ACHES.
It

a Warning That the Kidneys
Are Sick and Need Help.

A bad back makes every day a dull
round of pain and misery. It's a sign
IPBra the kidneys are sick
and cannot keep up
their never-ending
task of filtering the
blood.
Lame back,
backache, dizzy spells
and urinary disor
ders are warning that
must not be over
looked.
John M. Burwick,
R. F. D., Dayton,
Tenn., says: "Three
years ago kidney dis
ease fastened itself
on me. I failed rap
idly until I had hard
ly enough strength to totter about.
My back pained terribly, the urine
passed scantily and with pain, and
my legs seemed almost lifeless. I lay
for three weeks in mortal agony, wish
ing death would end my sufferings.
At this time I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills, discharging the doctor.
1 grew better and in a month's time
was out again. In two months I was
as well as ever in my life."
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Intuition.

"The worst has happened, John !" pant
ed Mrs. Jipes, sinking feebly into a chair.
"Well, we'll have to advertise for an
other one; that's all," moodily answered
Mr. Jipes.
For he knew, without being told, that
the cook had left.
Naturally.

"I am sorry, my son, if your studies
worry you. Do the. best you can, and let
it go at that."
"But I'm at the foot of the class, moth
er—that's where the shoe pinches!"

MUNYON'S
PAW-PAW PILLS

The best Stomach
and Liver Pills known
and a positive and
speedy cure for Con
stipation, Indigestion,
Jaundice, Biliousness,
Sour Stomach, Head
ache, and all ailments
|arising from a disorJdered stomach or
I sluggish liver. They
1 contain in concentratI ed form all the vir• tues and values of
Munyon's
Paw-Taw
tonic and are made
from the juice of the
Paw-Paw fruit. I unhesitatingly recom
mend these pills as being the best laxa
tive and cathartic ever compounded. Get
a 25-cent bottle and if you are not per
fectly satisfied I will refund your money,
»—MUNYON.

53d and Jeiterson Sis., Philadelphia. Pa.

THE REAL SLAVE.

SCORES KILLED IN EXPLOSION.
Terrible Disaster at Wehrum, Pa.,
Eire Sweeping Entire Coal Mine.
A terrific explosion occurred at 8
o'clock Wednesday morning in the
mine of the Lackawanna Coal and
Coke Company, located at Wehrum,
Pa., about seventy-five miles northeast
of Pittsburg. Between 100 and 150
men are known to have entered the
mine shortly before the catastrophe
happened, and at 10 o'clock, when only
a few of them had reached the sur
face, the greatest fears were express
ed that many of those in the pit had
perished.
The few men who escaped from the
mine were burned and blackened, in
dicating that the force of the explo
sion was heavy. None of them were
in condition to give details, but from
one it was learned that the explosion
seemed to strike every portion of the
mine simultaneously. Three men, se
riously burned, who succeeded in
reaching the surface are: A1 John
son, son of Superintendent Johnson of
the mine; Patrick Burns and William
Burns. When Johnson and the Burns
brothers succeeded in escaping from
the pit they stated brokenly, while
suffering the greatest agony from
burns, that the explosion was a bad
one. It appeared to them that the ex
plosion had taken place throughout
the entire mine and that every one at
work underground, for a moment or
two, seemed to he paralyzed. With
the explosion there seemed to be a
flash and then all was darkness. Piti
ful calls for help and groans were
heard by the three men as they made
their way to the entrance, staggering
and falling over the bodies of com
rades who had succumbed with the
first shock.
As soon as it was known that an
accident had occurred at the mine,
the greatest excitement prevailed both
at the mine and in the little hamlet,
a short distance away. Wives, moth
ers, sisters and brothers rushed to the
mouth of the mine tearfully begging
for news as to the fate of their loved
ones. A number of the foreign wom
en, screaming and crying, tried to
rush into the dark pit of death
Superintendent W. N. Johns, n of
the mine, when questioned, sain: "I
do not want any exaggeration of re
ports published as to the facts, which
in themselves will be bad enough. The
explosion from some unknown cause
seems to have been worst in a portion
of the mine that we recently opened
up. We think the death list will be
a long one and the list of those in
jured much larger. Owing to the ex
citement prevailing, we have been un
able to get details, but we are doing
our best."

KILLED IN "BLACK HAND" PLOT
Eourteen-Year-Old Boy Shot by
Chicago Policeman.
Trapped just as the culminating
point In a scheme to extort $15,000 by
"Black Hand" methods in Chicago, Ru
dolph Berendt, only 14 years old, fled
In an effort to escape the detectives
who were on watch for him and was
land low by a bullet from the revolver
of Detective Philip Heinreich of the
Sheffield" avenue station. He died at
the hospital an hour after he had been
shot and after making a full confes
sion, in which he implicated his cous
in, Alfred Haase, a year older than
himself.
The tragedy which ended the wild
boyish plot took place at Grand avenue
and Desplaines street shortly after
o'clock Wednesday night, just after Ru
dolph had received from S. E. Grossfeld, wholesale grocer at 185 West Ran
dolph street, two packages supposed
to contain the $15,000 which had been
demanded of him.
Grossfeld received the first demand
for the money on June 14 in a letter
in which he was informed that unless
he produced the cash within two days
he and the members of his family
would be murdered. He was also warn
ed that he would be tortured and
killed if he notified the police. The
letter was followed by several tele
phone calls, the last two of them Wed
nesday, when Grossfeld was told to
bring the money that night and that
failure to do so would mean death to
him.
The police were informed and it
was arranged that Grossfeld was to be
at the appointed place with two "dum
my" packages, apparently ready to
turn over the money. Several detect
ives were detailed to be in the vicin
ity. Unconscious of the ruse, young
Berendt walked up to Grossfeld, placed
a revolver against his side and told
him to hurry and hand over the money.
Accepting the two packages, he turned
and ran in the direction of Austin av
enue, paying no heed to the shouts of
the officers to halt. The second shot
inflicted the wound from which he
died.
EIRE KILLS 5 MEN, 68 HORSES.
Origin of Blaze Mystery and Barn
Damaged ¥30,000 Worth.

In a fire of unknown origin late Sat
urday afternoon five men and sixtyeight horses were cremated in the
board of trade livery barn in Duluth,
and damage was done to the building
to the extent of $30,000. The building
was owned by Barrett & Zimmerman,
horse dealers of St. Paul. The fact
that the men had lost their lives was
not known until after the fire had
been subdued, when firemen in looking
through the ruins discovered their
charred remains near the rear en
trance through which they had tried to
effect their escape.

• Work of Gongress 2
•

•

The amendment of the Senate com
mittee on finance
taking hides from
the free list and restoring the Dingley law of 15 per cent ad valorem was
before the Senate all day Monday.
Senator Warren of Wyoming and Sen
ator Carter of Montana supported the
provision and in vigorous language at
tacked the attitude of the free hide
advocates, while Senator Page of Vermont defended the action of the House
in placing hides on the free list. In
support of free hides Mr. Page con
tended that the adoption of such a
policy would not injure the farmers,
while at the same time it would be of
vast benefit, to the leather manufac
turers. He said the beef trust garner
ed all the profits on hides from what
ever source. Availing themselves of
the presence of a quorum, the leaders
of the House obtained action upon
several important matters. Principal
among these was the conference report
on the bill providing for the taking
of the thirteenth census, and with re
spect to that measure the debate hing
ed on the Senate amendment requiring
that applicants for appointment must
take the examinations in the States
or Territories in which they profess
to live and that they must have had
at least one year's actual domicile
therein previous to such examination.
The amendment was concurred in, but
all other amendments were disagreed
to and the bill was again sent to con
ference. The Senate resolution provid
ing for the continuance of unexpended
balances in connection with certain
river and harbor improvements also
was adopted after lively discussion.
At 5:24 p. m. the House adjourned un
til Thursday.

CUSTOM!

EngliHh
Actor
Says
Men,
Not
Women, Need More Liberty.

"It's all right to talk about woman
suffrage," said William Hawtrey, a
noted English actor, "but what I think
we all need is more liberty for men.
"Women have a lot more real liberty
than men. Take the question of hats,
for instance. Get a crowd of men to
gether and shout 'Hats off,' and every
one of us gets bareheaded in the short
est possible time. Could you do it
with women? Not in a million years.
Why, they had to pass laws before
they could get women to take off their
hats in the theaters.
"Suppose a man came home at night
and told his wife that he'd bought a
new blue hat that was a perfect dream.
Would she be interested in the hat?
Not at all. A new hat. The idea;
why, he had a perfectly good derby
that he wore last fall. What possible
use could he have for two hats? His
mind must be affected.
"Just suppose; I say suppose, for of
course no man would have the courage
to do it, but just for the sake of argu
ment let us suppose that a fellow did
tell his wife that he thought her last
season's hat was good enough for this
season. Can you imagine what his iife
would he for the rest of the summer?
"No, sir; what is really needed is
more freedom for men."
A Creditable Record.

Maimi University at Oxford, Ohio,
which will soon celebrate its 100th
anniversary, has given to the country
1 President, Benjamin Harrison; 8
Governors of States, 3 cabinet officers,
6 foreign ambassadors, 7 United States
Senators, 23 United States represen
tatives, 53 Federal and State judges,
30 college presidents and a host of
other distinguished men. Gen. Robert
Cumming Schenck, of the class of
1827, was one of the greatest speakers
the House of Representatives has ever
had. Oliver P. Morton, the famous
war Governor of Indiana; Calvin S.
Brice, United States Senator and cap
italist, and Stanley Matthews, chief
justice of the United States, were
Miami graduates.
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GASTORIA

By a vote of 46 to 30 the Senate
Tuesday took hides from the free list,
where they had been placed by the
House, and gave them a duty of 15 per
cent ad valorem, the same as under
the Dingley law. Just before adjourn
ment for the day at 7 o'clock Senator
INTOLERABLE ITCHING.
_
DAILY UNTIL SEPT. 30, 1909
Aldrich, on behalf of the finance com
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mittee, presented the committee's new Fearful Eczema All Over Baby*.
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eral provisions in the tariff bill Wed which did not help either. The dis
nesday. An amendment for "dollar ease spread all over the face and the
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BOMB QUEER CARGOES.

f# ##^000000000000^00000000

Pi** T&ontuiiid Cut* on One Vwnet
and Stale Egsr« on AIIoilier.

One of the queerest cargoes on record
—(J.OOO cats—was on a ship which sail
ed from Hamburg recently, bound for
Yokohama. Mice are a great nuisance
in Japanese towns, and the harmless,
necessary feline is conspicuous hy hei
Absence. Therefore, the 5,000 are to
be distributed about the country to in
crease and multiply until the mioe van
ish.
Many queer cargbes have ckrased the
seas, writes an English traveler, and
perhaps the oddest was put aboard the
Thomas Brod&fe, the first vessel that
flew the Cuban Sag after Cfiba became
an Independent republic. This consist?
ed of a little circus, the "star" lheiaber of which was an elephant? and its
destination was a British colony. The
elephant was not a very big one, but
the steamship was particularly smfiU,
When he was induced, after much trou
ble, to descend into No. 1 hold,
found they oouldn't put the hafphes
on. for his head find back eame above
the deck level, and his trunk waved to
and fro, taking a friendly interest, in
the legs of passing sailor mem If he
threw his weight to one side or the oth
er, the ship took au alarming list to
starboard or to port.
However, the old boat waddled safe
ly over 100 miles of the peaceful Carib
bean and got to port Then the real
trouble began. The colony has a very
elaborate customs tariff, but when the
officials drew up the schedule they did
not contemplate the arrival of ele
phants.
"You must pay duty for him as 'cat
tle on the hoof,'" said the landing
waiter.
"No," retorted the circus proprietor.
"According to your scale of charges,
he may come in free under two head
ings—either as a 'domestic pet' or an
'article intended for educational pur
poses.' "
/
The elephant was put In bond in a
large warehouse filled with casks of
rum while the dispute was referred
from the landing waiter to the collector
general, from the collector general tc
the colonial secretary, and from that
official to the governor, and thence tc
the attorney general, and his ex
cellency's privy council. While all this
was being done by the telephone, the
elephant amused himself by smashing
those casks of rum and mopping up
their contents. Becoming exhilarated
he proceeded to wreck the place; and
then a deputation of worried officials
besought the master to do what he
liked with the beast, so long as he took
it out of their way.
The government of Haiti once sent
a warship to Kingston, Jamaica, to
fetch a, cargo consisting of twenty
male and twenty female John Crow
vultures. In a spasm of reforming
zeal, the black statesmen had decided
Jp establish a street cleaning depart
ment for the town of Jacmel—which
needed it badly. Human labor was too
expensive; but they had heard what
good scavengers the Kingston John
Crows were, so they 'sent to ask the
colonial government, as a special favor,
to catch a few for them. It was done,
and they were put aboard with due
pomp and ceremony.
But 500,000 booby eggs from the
Pedro Cays, where the birds assemble
in millions to lay them, proved about
the worst cargo. They were taken on
a schooner to be sold for the negroes'
consumption at various West Indian
ports. A good many hundreds got
broken aboard, and—well, they weren't
exactly violets!
In

u

Bad

Way.

m A- -u Dougal, surgeon of the
3rx*Liaginian. was describing the splen
did cures of seasickness that he ob
tains by means of hypnotism.
"The most violent cases yield to my
treatment," said Dr. Dougal.
"Yes,
some very violent cases Indeed have
vanished under my hands. I remem
ber a particularly bad case."
Dr. Dougal stroked his mouth to
hide a Smile.
"It was a Philadelphia squab dealer.
He sent for me the second day
out. As I hurried to his cabin. I could
hear him groaning a corridor away.
" 'Do you feel very bad?' I asked
the man sympathetically.
" 'Oh, dear, yes!' he groaned. 'Oh,
my! I feel very, very bad indeed.'
"I looked at him. Serpentine undula
tions passed over his frame. He was
racked and shaken as by an earth
quake.?
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TITTLE ABOUT EVERYTHING.
Sunday evening with Wm, spent Sunday with Rev. Elliott working at Red Key for the past
week.
Thompson and wife of Gas City. and family.
Ireland has 300,000 goats.
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some.
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TELEPHONE TOPICS
Talk 4.
The Modern "Maud Muller"
Maud Muller on a Summer's day,
Was raking the meadow sweet with hay.
She glanced westward and heaved a sigh,
For threatening clouds hung in the sky.
/

She hurried home, for well she knew
She had many friends both kind and true.
Her hay was in danger, she made it known,
Over her father's telephone
Her neighbors came and worked with a will,
The storm clouds lowered anb threatened till
With a flash of lightning and omnious roar,
The rain in torrents began to pour.
Maud Muller smiled, she had saved the day
By saving her father's new mown hay.
Her friends rejoiced, but twas only done
Because in the house was a telephone.
Moral-Get in line-a telephone line
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Among the objects round m recent
excavations in Egypt was a whole com
pany of wooden soldiers fifteen inches
high.
Over 3.500,000 pens are used daily.
The victims of sleeping sickness in
Uganda now number a quarter of a
million.
A "fen-penny" nail means that one
thousand nails weigh ten pounds. .The
word "penny" in this sense is a corrup
tion of pound.
Galileo discovered the use of the
pendulum. In 1639 he published a
work dealing with the use of the pen
dulum in clocks.
Calico printing was a new industry
in Japan twelve years ago. To-day a
single firm has factory buildings cov
ering nearly four acres.
The London Dally Mail notes that a
Swiss village has been decorated with
Hags in honor of a hen that has laid
her thousandth egg.
Lightning is most destructive in
level, open country. Cities, with their
numerous projections and wires, are
comparatively exempt.
Archaeologists have discovered the
marble quarries which supplied the ma
terial for the famous Temple of Diana
of the Ephcsians.
Kecords of the homes for the aged
in New York city show that all of the
forty institutions are now full and
have long waiting lists.
No city in the world has so many
nearby pleasure, places as New York
city, and no city presents so many dis
comforts in getting to them.
The most northerly railway in the
world will sooti IK- opened for traffic
on the island of Spitsbergen. The line
is about eighteen miles long.
During the year 1906 seventy-seven
American patents were taken out iii
India. The only country exceeding this
number was Great Britain.
Gold is nearly twice as heavy as
silver, thus a cubic foot of the former
weighs 1,210 poumls and the same
quantity of the latter 655 pounds.
In parts of northern Australia the
natives live chiefly on the rats which
swarm everywhere, and on a diminu
tive species of dog hardly larger than
a rat.
With a few exceptions all turbine
steamers have three shafts with the
high-pressure turbine upon the central
shaft and rhe low-pressure turbines on
the wing shafts.
i he name of J. S. Sargent, the artist,
has been struck off the London mu
nicipal voting register , on the ground
that he is an American and has never
been naturalized in England.
A Dnbions Tribute.
The young theological student who
had been supplying the Bushby pulpit
for two Sundays looked wisjffully at
Mrs. Kingman, his hostess for the time
being. "Did you like the sermon this
morning, if I may ask?" he inquired.
"Y'on done real well with the mate
rial you selected," said Mrs. Kingman,
with much cordiality. "As I said to
Zen as on the way home, 'I've heard a
dozen or more sermons preached on
that text, and this young man's - the
first one that ever made me realize
1
difficult 'twas to explain.' "

Jasper Lyons Mgr.

ABOUT WOMEN.

In matters of love every woman Is a
genius.
A woman's strongest point with men
is her weakness.
The man who thinks>a grass widow's
green is color blind.
Permit a wife to do ate she pleases,
and she won't do it
The dear girl of to-day is the dear
wife of to-morrow.
The world's a web; every woman a
spider and every man a fly.
In trying to convince a man many
women first appeal to his sympathy.
Some women dream so much that
every hope is apparent reality to them.
In behalf of some women Cupid uses
a lasso more frequently than his ar
row.
A woman's jealousy is most' intense
when the suitor she refused is accepted!
by another woman.
Woman's taste for dress is so In
junctive that a dairy maid could read
ily and becomingly change positions
with a society queen.- -New York Herild.
SPLINTEBS.

II en d waters— Hair to in o-s.
There may. be nothing in a name,
out it helps on a bank check.
Bobbs—That man Jones is always
talking to himself. Dobbs—It's the
only way he can win out in an argu
ment.Just as soon as a man starts to
brag about his honesty the world be
gins to look at him with suspicion.
Boyce-—What did she do when he as
sured her that kisses weren't poison
ous?
Joyce — Turned around and
it tared her pet poodle.
The man who sits in the front row
of the theater usually sorts out the last
seat in a church.
If a man does any business at all,
half of his time down town he Is in
the same fix as the woman who has
company, a crying baby, and ironing tc,
do, and dinner to get.
MUton a»d Ma t hemnt ic-n.
During the Poe anniversary ce!e<
oration in New York a journalist
found bitter fault with George Wood
berry'<s life of the great poet.
"Woodberry should have had no
hand in these celebrations," said be,
"for in the life he wrote he sneered
at Poe as though he were actually
writing about a person Inferior tc,
himself, flow that book, with it?
sneers and its air of condescension,
made my blood boil! I think Woodberry must be one of those who don't
understand poetry. He must be in
the class with Emerson, who -calledPoe 'the jingle man'—and that is the
only phrase of Emerson's that wil'
live.
"Yes, Woodberry must be like tht
Scotch mathematician to whom iv8
himself once loaned Milton's Paradi^
Lost. On returning the book' ths
mathematician said:
" 'Vcrra pretty, verra pretty; but
mon, what doe3 it prove?'"

